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A POSITIVE THOUGHT FOR THE MONTH 
 

Tell the Truth, 
IT’S FAR 

Less to Remember 
 

EDITORIAL 
 

Sue Horton sadly died in Derby Royal Hospital in 
the early hours of Monday 26 October.  Our Hearts 

and Prayers are with Max at his very sad 
time.  Please see Page 5 for more details.  
Among the many condolences messages 
passed through me to Max this sums the 
loss up!  Such heartbreak news, she was 
such a wonderful lady, I thoroughly 

enjoyed her company be it at the lunch table or in the 
cigarette shed.  Please will you pass on our heartfelt 
sorrow to Max, he must be beside himself.  I for one 
will greatly miss Sue, and am sure Brenda will feel 
the same - we always seemed to be able to find each 
other if there was a way!  Says it all.  Funeral will be 
at Swanwick Crem Fri 20 Nov @ 2pm.  Only 30 thus 
please check with Max Horton before attendance. 

 

Well, we know how bad the CV pandemic is getting as 
I have been told all the German Tourists are now as 
worried as we are.  This has been proved by the fact 
they have all started putting their reserved sun towels 
onto Hospital Beds!!  It appears a lot are only 
interested in twisting the rules like the Chap who said 
he’s sorted Xmas Day family gathering out.  You are 
only allowed 6 from the same family and at a funeral 
you are allowed 30.  Thus, he will hold a ‘Funeral for 
the family pet Turkey’ so he will be able to have a 
party!  Meant as a joke, but in real life a man has 
registered a company costing £6, all legal and he will 
employ his family to cook and serve the meals and all 
apparently above board?  Having now been confined 
to my home for 12 months I despair.  I also apologise 
for twisting the words of Churchill that, ‘Never in the 
history of the World is so much harm caused by the 
few to so many’.  Have a Peaceful and Safe Xmas. 
 

Terry Hall 
The Trade Journal Newsletter Editor 

Hon. Sec/Treasurer, Derbyshire Submariners’ 
Derby.Submariners@yahoo.co.uk 

Freedom of the City of Derby to RN Submarine Service Granted 28 April 2002 
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WELFARE MATTERS 
 

UK VETERANS RAILCARDS 
Forces Veterans UK News  14 Oct 2020 

Editor:  As reported in last months (Nov) Newsletter 
the first Veterans Railcard has been issued to Capt 
Sir Tom Moore.  These details were carried over 
from that article due to lack of space in the Nov 
Newsletter. 
 

A Veterans Railcard that gives former members of 
the UK Armed Forces discounted rail travel has 
been launched, but what will the card offer, and who 
is eligible?  What Is the New Veterans Railcard?  
The card will 
work in a 
similar way to 
other railcards, 
including two 
new cards 
which were 
launched last 
year, one for 
rail travellers aged 26-30, and another for teenagers 
aged 16-17 that offered half-price fare reduction.  
Who Is Eligible for the New Veterans Railcard?  
The new railcard will be available to around an extra 
830,000 veterans and will give them a third off most 
rail travel.  It extends discounts to veterans not yet 
covered by existing discounts.  Any veteran, no 
matter their age, will be able to buy the card unlike 
other railcards that normally apply to particular age 
groups.  It is estimated that between 1.6 and 1.7 
million veterans already qualify for either the Senior 
(over-60s) or Disabled Person’s Railcard.  When 
Will the New Veterans Card Be Available?  The 
Veterans Railcard will be available for use on 
journeys from 5 November 2020.  How Much Will 
the Veterans Railcard Cost?  Transport Secretary 
Grant Shapps announced that a one-year card will 
cost £21 for an initial introductory period, but the 
price will then increase to £30 after 31 March 2021.  
A three-year railcard will also be available for a price 
of £61, until the end of March 2021. 
 

What Discounts Will the Veterans Railcard Offer?  
It will offer the railcard holder and their companion a 
third off most rail journeys and 60% off for up to four 
children aged between five and 15 years old.  A 
choice between a physical card and a digital version 
is available.  At the moment, there are only plans for 
discounted rail travel across England but the 
Government hopes to roll out a similar discount 
across Scotland and Wales.  Similarly, it is yet to be 
confirmed if discounted travel will be extended to 
some city transport networks such as London.  
Other limited discount schemes already exist in 
some parts of the country such as the Manchester 
Metrolink, which gives free travel on Armistice Day, 
Remembrance Sunday and Armed Forces Day, to 
former members of the Armed Forces who carry a 
veteran’s badge, and free travel to serving Members 
of the Armed Forces who carry an MOD Card 90.  
Final details for London travel 

discounts with the new veteran’s railcard are still 
being negotiated with Transport for London.  The 
veteran’s railcard is not the same as the Veterans 
Concessionary Travel Scheme (VCTS) Pass which 
offers discounted or free travel on some services in 
and around London to anyone in receipt of an 
ongoing payment under the War Pensions Scheme 
or the Armed Forces Compensation Scheme, 
including war widows/widowers and eligible 
dependents. 
 
The VCTS pass offers concessionary fares in 
London Fare Zones 1–6, plus outlying stations 
including Rickmansworth to Amersham, inclusive, 
and stations Carpenders Park to Watford Junction, 
inclusive, on participating Train Company services, 
London Underground, DLR, London Trams and 
most bus services in the Greater London area.  A 
HM Forces Railcard is already available which can 
be bought by serving personnel for £21 per year.  
Could Family Members Also Use the Veterans 
Railcard?  The new railcard includes similar 
standard terms and conditions as existing railcards, 
but the veteran’s railcard also offers discounts to a 
spouse, providing they are travelling with the card 
holder, and 60% off for up to four children aged 
between five and 15 years old.  Why Was the 
Veterans Railcard Created?  The new card 
offering discounted rail fare is the first step in the 
Government’s plans to do more to support those 
who have served their country and comes after the 
Government created a new Office of Veterans’ 
Affairs (OVA).  The Government pledged to provide 
lifelong support for veterans.  It is hoped the new 
railcard will help boost veterans’ job prospects and 
strengthen family bonds through cheaper travel.  
The discount forms part of the Government’s new 
veteran’s strategy to support all former servicemen 
and women.  The strategy sets out support available 
for those who have served their country in areas 
including employment and job skills, health and 
wellbeing, housing and finance. 
 

VETERANS ID CARD UPDATE 
The Veterans’ recognition scheme has a 2-phase 
rollout.  Phase 1 is complete; with Service leavers 
now receiving a recognition card as part of the 
discharge process.  Phase 2 is to extend the 
scheme to existing veterans so that they can more 

quickly, easily and 
securely prove they 
served in the UK 
Armed Forces so 
they can access the 
services they need.  
It had been hoped to 
have this in place by 

the end of 2019, but due to the requirement to 
future-proof the scheme so that veterans can 
access a wider range of benefits, the need to 
safeguard against fraudulent use means, this 
process will take longer.  Information on how to 
apply will be released closer to the launch date. 
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UNPOLITICALLY CORRECT PAGES 
 

A Submariners Philosophy  There are only two 
things to worry about, either you are well or you 
are sick.  If you are well, then there is nothing to 
worry about.  If you are sick, there are two things 
to worry about.  Either you will get well, or you will 
die.  If you get well, there is nothing to worry 
about.  If you die, there are two things to worry 
about.  Either you will go to heaven or hell.  If you 
go to Heaven, there is nothing to worry about.  
But if you go to Hell, you’ll be so damn busy 
shaking hands with your mates and friends.  You 
will not have time to worry!  So why Worry? 
 

 

Breaking News! - Apparently the first person in 
Nottingham has died because of the Coronavirus. In 
his house they found 1000 cans of food, 50 kilos of 
pasta, 80 kilos of rice, 300 toilet rolls, 50l of hand 
sanitiser, 50 crates of Speckled Hen and 10 boxes 
of Pussers Rum, which he had panic purchased 
from the supermarket and stock piled ‘Just in case’.  
Sadly, the whole lot collapsed and buried him. 
 

Thinking a Mask is going to stop Covid-19 is the 
same as thinking that your underpants will protect 
everyone from a fart. 
 

Since Everybody has now started washing their 
hands, the peanuts at the bar have lost their taste. 
 

They said that a Mask and gloves were enough to 
go to the supermarket.  They lied, everyone else has 
clothes on. 
 

Back in the Day the only time we started panic 
buying was when the barman yelled ‘Last Orders’ 
 

I Sneezed in the bank today, it was the most 
attention I have received from the staff in the last 
10 years. 
 

When this whole Covid Saga is done and dusted, 
I still want many of you to stay away from me. 
 

Hang On, you are telling me that they don't have 
a cure for a disease that can be killed with soap? 
 

Is August too early to put up the Christmas Tree 
and decorations?  Why?  I have everything else 
done including the firewood for 2022! 

CHRISTMAS CRACKER QUIZ 
 

How did Joseph and Mary know Jesus’ weight 
when He was born?  They had a Weigh in the 
manger. 
 

What did Santa Suffer from when he got stuck 
in the chimney?  Claustrophobia. 
 

What did Santa’s little helpers learn at school?  
The Elfabet 
 

What do you call Santa Claus when he stops 
moving?  Santa Pause. 
 

What’s Red & White, Red & White?  Santa Claus 
rolling down the hill.  
 

What do you call a Snowman Party  A Snowball 
 

What kind of bug hates Christmas.  A Humbug 
 

Why did the Elves ask the turkey to join the 
band?  Because he had the drum sticks. 
 

Why is it so Cold at Christmas?  Because it’s 
Decembrrrr 
 

What does Mrs Claus say to Santa when she 
sees Clouds?  Looks like rain, dear. 
 

What is the best Christmas Present in the 
world?  A broken drum; you can’t beat it! 
 

Who is never hungry at Christmas? 
The Turkey, he’s always stuffed. 
 

Where do Santa’s Helpers go to relax?  Elf Farm 
 

What do Snowmen wear on their heads? Ice Caps 
 

Finally, What did Santa get when he tried speed 
dating?  He Pulled a Cracker! 
 

Editor  If you are groaning at the Christmas 
Selection of Jokes, bear a thought for the editor 
who has had to read, then read and type, and 
proof read twice, all to please you the reader!! 
 

With so many Planes Grounded due to CV it 
has left many officials from the Civilian Aviation 
Authority with a reduced work load so they visited 
Santa Claus to check his sleigh to make sure of 
its airworthiness.  The official checked out the 
sleigh on the ground then sat beside Father 
Christmas for a test flight.  Suddenly Father 
Christmas notices the official has a hand gun in 
his pocket.  ‘What’s that for?’ he asked.  You’re 
not a hijacker, are you? Santa said nervously.  
‘No’ replied the official.  ‘But we have to see how 
you handle this craft when you lose an engine on 
take-off’. 
 

My Daughter asked me why I was talking into an 
envelope for?  I replied ‘What does it look like?  
I’m sending a voicemail to my mate! 
 

A Thought for Christmas.  The greatest 
invention in the history of mankind is beer.  Oh, I 
grant you the wheel was also a fine invention, but 
the wheel does not go nearly as well with Pizza. 
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                        The Beer Prayer 
 

Our real Ale, 
Which art in barrels 

Hallowed be thy drink. 
Thy will be drunk, I will be drunk, 

At home as in the pub or club. 
Give us this day our pint of Ale, 

And forgive us our spillages, 
As we forgive those that spill against us, 

And lead us not into incarceration. 
But, deliver us from hangovers, 

For thine is the beer, 
The bitter and the lager, 

Forever, and ever. 
 

Barmen 
 

Editor:  I can confirm the Cartoon below WAS 
NOT  sent to me by the D&DExsSvcAssn Chair! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
My Wife & I while we can, try to have short walks 
with the criteria of as remote as possible to stay 
distanced, and preferably a disused railway or 
canal as I am struggling with inclines and physical 
activity awaiting a cardiac appointment (since 
June but hospital shut) to see a doctor or 
consultant.  It is often said that the truth is often 
stranger than fiction and recently we were walking 
a remote section of the old Great Northern 
Railway track between Mickleover & Mackworth. 

From Santa Claus to You 
 

I’m writing this card to tell you 
That the Corona Virus has taken away 

The things that I really needed! 
My workshop, my reindeer and Sleigh. 

 

Now, I’m making my rounds on a donkey, 
He’s old and crippled and very slow. 

So, you’ll know if I miss you at Christmas 
That I’m out on my Ass in the Snow. 

 

My Goal in 2021 

is to accomplish 
the Goals I set in 
2020, which I 
should have 
done in 2019 
because I made 
a promise in 
2018 which I 
planned in 2017 

 

How the Joy of Christmas 
was Lost? 

 

I made myself a Snowball, 
As perfect as could be, 

I thought I’d keep it as a pet, 
And let it Sleep with me. 

 

I made it some pyjamas, 
And a pillow for its head, 

Then last night it ran away. 
But First – It wet the bed. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As we came back into Mackworth there is a lot of 
green open space & we be-lined for a park bench 
to have a cup of coffee.  I did not have my glasses 
on, but noticed a couple having a picnic.  As we got 
to the bench, and were having our cup of coffee 
and Club biscuit my wife said, ‘I wonder if that 
couple knew people could see then in the bushes’.  
‘What, the two having a picnic’ I said. and with a 
straight face she said ‘Strange picnic with him 
energetically on top straddled between her legs’! 
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JEFF BACON © CARTOONS 

‘No Comment from the Editor’ 
 

THE TWO TIFFS 

 

A dismantled 
pump outlet with 
the tiff on the left 
looking in, while 
the Tiff on the 
right considers 
turning it on! 
 

SAD NEWS FROM THE MNA 
On 16 Oct we learned that Bill Anderson died from 
COVID on Friday night.  Bill was an example to us 
all.  He was the Chair of the Liverpool Merchant 
Navy Assn, former Bosun, ITF Inspector and Union 
Official.  He fought hard for the relatives of the crew 
of the *MV Derbyshire which foundered with all 
crew 10 Sept 1980.  He was a major force in the 
subsequent enquiry and with many others always 
fighting doggedly for seamen’s rights.   
* MV Derbyshire was an ore-bulk-oil combination 
carrier built in 1976 by Swan Hunter, as the last in 
the series of the Bridge-class sextet.  She was 
registered at Liverpool and owned by Bibby Line. 
She was lost during Typhoon Orchid, south of 
Japan.  All 42 crew members and two of their wives 
were killed in the sinking.  At 91,655 gross register 
tons, she is the largest British ship ever to have 
been lost at sea. may he find fair winds & calm 
seas the other side of the bar.  Editor MNA Pulse 
 

Patricia (Pat) Kilminster.  Pat was a former 
Associate member of SA Derby back in the 1990-
2000’s having lost her husband quite young as a 

consequence of the 1951 loss of HMS 
Affray.  He did not sail with the boat, and 
this Pat said lead to his early demise.  Pat 
had moved some years ago from Derby 

to be with her daughter, and we have been 
advised she died 8 Oct 2020 aged 90, and her 
family funeral was conducted in Hereford. 

WE WILL REMEMBER THEM 
by Beryl Dykes 

 

We hear the Cry 
Beneath the cold November sky. 
Around Memorial’s in the land, 

People in village, town and city stand 
Remembering those who died in war. 

While children wonder what it’s for 
As grim-faced men wearing medals bright 

Explain to them the sound and sight 
Of battles past and how men fought 

To give them life. 
And how they ought to Remember 

All names written there 
And also, those who still need our care. 

 
Tribute to Sue Horton 

It was my sad duty to advise that Sue Horton, 
the wife of Max Horton QGM suddenly passed 
away in Derby Royal Hospital in the early 
hours of Monday Morning 26 Oct 2020.  Sue, 
had been in hospital due to respiratory problems 
but it was thought she was on the mend but sadly 
the shock news came that she had passed away.  
Both Sue and Max were regulars at ALL DS 
Socials, Lunch Clubs and meetings as well as our 
Weekend Reunions both DS and many other 
jaunts around the country such as Chatham, FNA 
Liverpool/Southport/Folkstone as well as a 
regular DS Annual Freedom Dinner and Trafalgar 
Dinner & many other socials.  Sue will be missed 
by us all. 
 
 

We had welfare problems due to different CV 
Tiers preventing visiting, thus our Chairman, 
Colin our Chairman visited Max and liaised with 
him on the limited help we can offer due to lock-
down. I am dealing with any administration and 
have sent a Condolences Card on behalf of DS.  
It is requested that communications with Max are 
minimised and request you only communicate 
via Letter until things settle. Sue was the family 
scribe, secretary and email operator thus only 
proper post will be received.  Any messages can 
also be collated by me & passed to Max. 

Sue & Max Horton QGM 
Pictures taken at DS 

Trafalgar Dinners held at the 
Hallmark Hotel Derby. 
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Britain and the Bomb 
The UK's History with Nuclear Weapons Explained. 

James Wharton  Forces.net  6 Aug 2020 
On 6 Aug, 1945, the U.S. detonated a bomb over 
the Japanese city of Hiroshima unleashing 
devastation the likes of which had never been seen 
before.  It was the Atomic Bomb.  Three days later, 
300 miles to the south west of the bombing site, the 
US repeated its action, this time over the city of 
Nagasaki.  The combined result of just those two 
bombs brought the Empire of Japan to its knees 
and the WWII to an end.  Ever since there has been 
a constant conversation about the balance 
between using such awesome destructive power to 
bring an enemy to yield, and the resulting loss of 
life.  The two atomic bombings of Japan in August 
1945 caused the deaths of 226,000 people, by 
comparison, the total loss of life during the nine-
month bombing campaign by the Luftwaffe, the 
Blitz killed 40,000.  The atomic bombings lasted 
two days, the Blitz ran almost nightly for nine 
months.  It is those stark numbers that brought into 
question the humanity behind the use of such 
weaponry.  The opposing argument to the use of 
the bombs in Japan was, and still is, that they 
swiftly brought an end to the suffering associated 
with WWII in the Far East.  The debate around the 
use of nuclear weapons in Japan in 1945 has 
continued to this day, and certainly is not the only 
contentious matter associated with the technology.  
Often lost within the pages of nuclear weapon 
history are the early stages in the UK’s 
development and testing of the technology.  And, 
as we will see, it has not always been a period of 
happy exploration between powers in the west with 
regards to ‘the bomb’.  In the months after the war, 
the USA stunned Britain by pulling up the draw 
bridge and ceasing cooperation around the future 
development of nuclear weapons.  Because of this 
the UK had to embark on its own journey towards 
nuclear armament. That journey took seven years. 
 

The 1950’s.  In 1952 Britain was in a position to test 
a nuclear weapon of its own.  To do this it found a 
site off the western coast of Australia and an aging 
RN ship from WWII.  A bomb, containing plutonium, 
was placed on board an empty frigate, HMS Plym, 
and at 23:59 on 2 Oct, 1952, Britain became only 
the third country to successfully detonate a nuclear 
weapon.  Britain thus became a nuclear 
superpower, alongside the USA and USSR.  
Following the successful detonation of the 
plutonium bomb on board HMS Plym, then PM 
Winston Churchill ordered the production of the 
Blue Danube Bomb; Britain’s first nuclear weapon. 
The initial batch of Blue Danube Bombs, a weapon 
also known as the Little Boy, was delivered to the 
RAF a year later in 1953.  However, Britain did not 
have the means to deploy the weapons for two 
further years.  That changed when the newly 
designed V bomber, the Valiant, entered service in 
1955.  Britain’s nuclear weapons capability thus 
became live and was the responsibility of the  

V-Class crews based at Bomber Command, known 
as the V-Force.  58 Blue Danube bombs were 
produced and placed with V-Force.  The Blue 
Danube weighed a hefty 4.5 tonnes and boasted a 
yield equivalent to that of 10 to 12 kilotons of TNT.  
But to those pushing the Government on with 
respect to its nuclear exploration, apparently that 

was not enough 
and soon plans 
were afoot to create 
a much larger 
version carrying a 
yield of around 40 
kilotons.  Producing 

such a weapon would not be straightforward in large 
part due to the complexity of mining the materials 
required.  It was a matter of cost and like the debate 
around morality, the argument around cost is 
another long-standing characteristic of Britain’s 
nuclear history. 
 

Soon after Britain had taken receipt of its first Blue 
Danube, global bomb tech progressed with the 
testing of the first thermonuclear weapon by the 
U.S.  This, in turn, prompted the Soviets to do the 
same.  Suddenly, Britain’s brand-new nuclear 
arsenal became old fashioned.  Arguments to the 
contrary of spending millions, even billions, of 
pounds on nuclear weapons have not been centred 
upon the notion that to buy them would be a waste, 
instead the focus has always been on whether the 
money would be better spent on conventional 
forces.  This position came into play and was 
supported by eminent personalities as the decision 
over whether to upgrade the UK weapons cache to 
thermonuclear status was mulled over by 
parliamentarians in the mid-fifties.  One of those 
early doubters was First Sea Lord Earl Mountbatten, 
second cousin to HM The Queen and the Uncle of 
HRH Prince Philip.  Alongside Field Marshal Gerald 
Templer, then Chief of the Imperial General Staff, 
Mountbatten felt that the expenditure required to 
continue developing weapons greater in destruction 
than that of the Blue Danube would be far better 
spent on strengthening conventional forces such as 
armour, aircraft and ships.  
 

Lord Mountbatten said: ‘The nuclear arms race has 
no military purpose.  Wars cannot be fought with 
nuclear weapons.  Their existence only adds to our 
perils.’  He based his argument on the fact that 
Britain’s nuclear arsenal was, and would always be, 
small by comparison to those of the USA and Soviet 
Union and therefore any war that was ever going to 
come Britain’s way would have to be land based 
because each of those two nations had more than 
enough nuclear weapons to destroy the world many 
times over, creating a status quo.  Mountbatten and 
Templer were hinting at a stalemate that became 
known as mutually assured destruction (MAD) and 
it is this principle that has maintained a world order 
of peace where the use of nuclear bombs is 
concerned right through to today. 
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However, Mountbatten and Templer would lose the 
argument and Britain would get its thermonuclear 
weapons. A cabinet report from Churchill’s 
government at the time read:  ‘If we did not develop 
megaton weapons we would sacrifice immediately 
and in perpetuity our position as a first-class power.  
We would have to rely on the whim of the U.S. for 
the effectiveness of the whole basis of our strategy.’  
This paved the way for Britain to trial bigger, more 
advanced weapons just a couple of years later.  
Britain's first H-bomb experiment was conducted on 
15 May 15, 1957, at Malden Island, today part of the 
Kingdom of Kiribati in the Pacific Ocean. 
 

The bomb was dropped from Valiant at a height of 
45,000 feet, at the time the highest altitude a 
thermonuclear bomb had been dropped from in the 
world.  In the same fashion seen four years earlier, 
Britain became the third country on the planet to test 
a thermonuclear weapon.  The small island nation, 
with its limited post-war financial reserves, was 

doing its best to 
keep up with the 
USA and the 
Soviet Union.  
This test was part 
of Operation 

Dapple.  The period saw further weapon tests in the 
region, including at neighbouring Christmas Island 
(called Kiritimati today).  Associated to the debate 
around the morality of using nuclear weapons in 
anger, is the debate about testing them in the name 
of science.  Critics of nuclear testing cited the impact 
on the environment, the health of indigenous people 
and the consequences to nature as their key 
reasons for opposing the practice.  Much of that 
criticism has since been levelled directly at Britain 
for the decades-long consequences of its weapons 
testing at places like Christmas and Malden islands 
in the late fifties and early sixties. 
 

At the time of the testing, Kiribati was still under 
British colonial rule and perhaps this is another key 
reason why the nuclear weapons programme of the 
era is still being pulled into question today.  In a 
2015 statement to the UN’s, Ambassador Makurita 
Baaro, Kiribati’s permanent representative to the 
UN, made a passionate argument that was, at 
moments, scathing toward the UK about the testing 
his country had endured decades earlier.  The 
statement included the following messages: ‘In 
1962, my family spent time on our home island with 
my grandparents in a rural village in one of the outer 
islands in Kiribati.  One evening, not long after 
sunset, there was a sudden flash of orange light that 
rushed up into a mushroom cloud high in the sky 
and then lit up the whole sky, bright orange.  There 
was a flurry of birds, most of which fell dead to the 
ground, and the villagers ran to the church next to 
my grandparents’ home loudly saying, ‘Hail Mary.’ 
My father knew what it was.  He heard it on the radio 
in the village.  It was the nuclear test on Kiritimati 
(Christmas Island) which is more than 4,000  

Km’s away.  Fish died and floated to the surface of 
the water and we had a feast the next day.  ‘A year 
later, I started school for the first time, one of my 
classmates had no teeth.  She never had teeth.  
Another boy in the same class had patchy white and 
brown skin and was forever teased for this.  Both my 
classmates had something in common; they were 
born in Kiritimati where their parents where when 
atmospheric tests were conducted between 1956 
and 1962.’  Ambassador Baaro continued: ‘Today, 
our communities still suffer from the long-term 
impacts of the tests, experiencing higher rates of 
cancer, particularly thyroid cancer, due to exposure 
to radiation. In some places, the environment and 
food sources remain highly contaminated although 
studies done by those who conducted these tests 
have cleared these areas and indicated they are 
safe for us.’ 
 

The 1960’s.  The special relationship between the 
UK and USA was repaired as the 1950’s ended.  
This rapprochement was prompted primarily by a 
fear that the USSR was advancing in its weapons 
development at a faster pace than that of the 
Western superpowers.  The chief reason for this 
was the successful deployment of Sputnik into orbit 
around Earth.  Positive consequences of the 
recommencement of cooperation were quick.  The 
agreement allowed for the exchanging of nuclear 
technology, not exclusively limited to weaponry. The 
USA supplied Britain with nuclear fuel which directly 
resulted in the building of the UK’s first nuclear 
powered submarine, HMS Dreadnaught. In return, 
Britain briefed the USA on its state-of-the-art 
propulsion technology, which was implemented into 
the building of an entire new class of American 
submarine.  Dreadnaught would enjoy a 20-year life 
with the RN after its launch by HM the Queen in 
1960.  It has the charming record of being the first 
RN submarine to surface at the North Pole.  A feat 
its crew achieved in 1971.  Added to the agreement 
of joint exploration in nuclear technologies was a 
separate memorandum of agreement to share 
weapons.  Chiefly, the deal was about giving Britain 
access to American bombs so that its own nuclear 
weapons reserve did not look so dwarfed by that of 
the Soviet Union.  In exchange, the UK allowed the 
USA to park its Polaris submarines in Scottish 
waters.  But the deal was not all it was cracked up 
to be as the Americans would not simply just hand 
over US nukes to British personnel.  Instead, the 
arrangements that were agreed allowed for US 
nuclear weapons to be stored in locations that both 
American and British personnel would have access 
to.  The oversight and day-to-day maintenance of 
the weapons remained in American control.  Even 
the protocols that where designed should the 
weapons be needed by Britain (assuming the US 
gave authorisation) provided problems.  It was 
timed at no less than ten minutes to hand the 
weapons over to British control, and ten minutes 
when the wrath of nuclear annihilation is closing in 
is a terribly long time. 
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Britain rightly felt that all the barriers equated to 
America virtually having a veto on UK nuclear 
weapons policy.  And that would not do at all.  The 
American weapons were phased out almost as 
soon as they had been placed in the joint locations 
in the UK and Germany.  The 1960s saw the arrival 
of the Intermediate Range Ballistic Missile (IRBM), 
an advancement in nuclear weapons strategy that 
arrived for Britain in time for the Cuban Missile 
Crisis.  The Cuban Missile Crisis is sometimes 
thought of as being an exclusively American and 
Russian affair, but RAF personnel at Bomber 
Command found themselves painstakingly 
committed to the responsibilities that were heading 
Britain’s way should shots be fired by either side. 
Targets identified and programmed to be attacked 
included six cities, more than 40 airfields, several air 
defence control installations and 20 enemy IRBM 
launch sites.  Britain was not assuming it could sit this 
one out.  And for the first time, thanks to the arrival of 
IRBMs, Britain could boast having two methods of 
delivery: via missile, or via the V-Force. 
 

Polaris  In the weeks and months after the Cuban 
Missile Crisis, Britain’s nuclear weapons age entered 
a new era when it secured Polaris. However, it would 
take a further six years to enter service with the RN 
following the brokering of a deal between PM Harold 
Macmillan and President John F Kennedy.  Polaris 
provided Britain with its first submarine based nuclear 
weapons system.  As part of the programme, from 
1969 Britain’s nuclear deterrent included four 
Resolution class submarines each armed with 16 
Polaris ballistic missiles.  Each of those missiles was 
able to deliver three thermonuclear warheads.  Polaris 
submarines were based on the Clyde near Glasgow 
and later at Faslane.  It provided Britain with at least 
one submarine on patrol at secret locations around the 
world, thus the UK had a constant at-sea nuclear 
deterrent.  Polaris remained operational for 28 years 
and became Britain’s sole nuclear deterrent 
programme after V-Force’s phasing out in the 1970’s.  
During their service, the Polaris submarines 
Resolution, Renown, Revenge and Repulse 
conducted 229 consecutive and continuous patrols.  
The contribution the crews of those submarines had 
given Britain for all those years was praised by PM 
John Major as the last of the submarines was retired.  
He said: ‘Because of these patrols any possible 
aggressor has known that to attack the UK would 
provoke a terrible response.’  The last submarine of 
the Polaris era, Repulse, was decommissioned at 
Faslane on 28 Aug, 1996.  Polaris was replaced by 
Trident, an upgraded nuclear weapons system that 
had been secured following many years of purchasing 
and technology sharing between the UK and USA.  It 
remains the UK's nuclear weapons system to this day. 

75 Years Ago: The Last Nazi U-Boat Surrenders 
William Thiesen  Maritime Executive 29 Jul 2020 
Johann Heinrich Fehler, as a boy grew up near 
Berlin, and he longed to go to sea.  After completing 
high school, Fehler signed-on with a German sailing 
vessel plying the waters of the Baltic Sea and, after 
two years, he began serving on a German ocean-
going freighter.  He next entered the German 
merchant marine academy and earned a mate’s 
certificate.  In 1933, he joined Adolph Hitler’s 
National Socialist Party, which was recruiting new 
members throughout Germany.  In 1936, he joined 
the German Navy as an officer cadet and he would 
remain a faithful Nazi Party member for the rest of 
his military career.  In the later years of the war, 
Fehler’s fate would be tied to the German 
submarine U-234.  One of Germany’s oversized 
Type X-B U-boats, this 1,650-ton sub’s original 
mission was to lay mines rather than torpedo enemy 
shipping. However, after completing its trials and 
commissioning as a minelayer, the U-boat returned 
to the shipyard for conversion into a freight-carrying 
U-boat to transport vital cargoes through Allied 
patrolled waters.  In Dec 1944, the German high 
command summoned Johann Fehler to Berlin for 
meetings. There, he learned that his U-boat would 
serve as an undersea freighter to ship important 
cargo to Japan. The Nazi’s had sent U-boats to 
Japan before, but three out of four submarine 
freighters had been lost attempting the passage.  
However, toward the end of the war there was no 
alternative for shipping cargoes to Germany’s last 
surviving ally.  Fehler’s assignment to command a 
transport U-boat proved deeply disappointing, 
because he wanted to join the fight and command 
one of the attack subs.  But Fehler stayed with U-
234 since requesting another position meant 
postponing his deployment or, even worse, serving 
in a shore assignment. 
 

Shipping space was limited in even the largest U-
boats. To maximize U-234’s capacity, the Germans 
allocated every conceivable watertight 
compartment to critical war material.  The 300 tons 
of cargo included many of Germany’s latest 
armaments and military technology, such as new 
radar; anti-tank and armor weapons; and the latest 
explosives and ammunition. Military aviation 
materials included documents, technical drawings 
and instrumentation for Messerschmitt’s latest 
fighter aircraft.  U-234 also carried raw materials 
rarely found in Japan, such as lead (74 tons), 
mercury (26 tons), optical glass (7 tons) and 
uranium oxide ore (1,200 pounds).  By 1945, lines 
of communication between Germany and Japan 
had become tenuous, so U-234 also carried one ton 
of mail and correspondence for German military, 
diplomatic and civilian personnel located in Japan.  
Not only did Fehler have to transport vital cargo to 
Japan, his orders required him to ferry critical 
military personnel.  His twelve passengers included 
two officers of the Imperial Japanese Navy, two 
civilian employees of the Messerschmitt Aircraft  
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Company, and four German naval officers. U-234 
also carried four German air force officers, including 
flamboyant Luftwaffe general Ulrich Kessler.  Fully 
loaded with top-secret cargo and passengers, U-
234 departed Kiel, Germany, on 25 March on 
course for Kristiansand, Norway.  On April 15th, 
Fehler deployed from Norway dubious of his 
mission’s chances of success. He cruised without 
surfacing for more than two weeks using the U-
boat’s advanced schnorkel system and, by early 
May, he reached the open ocean.  In the meantime, 
the Nazi war machine had collapsed, Adolph Hitler 
had killed himself and other Nazi leaders had fled 
Berlin.  So, the surrender of German military forces 
fell to Admiral Karl Dönitz, former head of the 
German submarine fleet.  On May 8th, 1945, Dönitz 
broadcast the order for all deployed U-boats to 
surrender to Allied naval forces.  By the time he 
received the order, Fehler was halfway across the 
Atlantic.  He decided to surrender to the Americans 
and began steaming westward.  Meantime, his two 
Japanese passengers chose to commit suicide to 
avoid capture and Fehler buried their bodies at sea. 
 

On Saturday, May 19th, Argo rendezvoused with U-
234 and its Navy escort, USS Sutton. Sutton’s 
whaleboat ferried Fehler, his officers and his 
passengers over to the cutter.  According to 
Commander Alexander Moffat, the senior Navy 
representative on board Argo, Fehler climbed over 
the cutter’s rail and cheerfully extended his hand in 
greeting, but Moffat did not return the German’s 
proffer of a handshake.  Denied a warm greeting by 
the American, Fehler proceeded below decks with 
his men, remarking, ‘Come now, commander, let’s 
not do this the hard way. Who knows but that one of 
these days you’ll be surrendering to me?  In a few 
years, you will see Germany reborn. In the 
meantime, I shall have a welcome rest at one of 
your prisoner of war camps with better food, I am 
sure, than I have had for months.  Then I’ll be 
repatriated ready to work for a new economic 
empire.’  Below, Argo’s armed guard ordered the 
prisoners to sit still with their arms folded prompting 
Fehler to complain bitterly to the American 
interpreter about their treatment. After learning 
about Fehler’s behaviour, Winslow went below and 
ordered the guards to ‘shoot any prisoner who as 
much as scratches his head without permission.’ 
After they moored at the Portsmouth Navy Yard, an 
armed guard escorted U-234’s personnel to the 
brig. Luftwaffe General Kessler saluted Winslow 
and politely asked permission to depart the ship, to 
which Winslow silently pointed the way. Fehler left 
the cutter protesting to Winslow ‘Your men treated 
me like a gangster.’  Already simmering over 
Fehler’s hubris and loud behaviour, Winslow 
pointed to the gangway and barked, ‘That’s what 
you are. Get the hell off my ship!’  Navy officials 
deemed Fehler, his passengers and officers of 
significant intelligence value and flew them from 
Boston to Washington, D.C., for further interrogation 
and processing.  Meanwhile, the Navy disbanded 

Winslow’s surrender group. Later, Winslow 
expressed his interest in returning to civilian life.  In 
a letter to his command, he wrote, ‘If the Argo . . . is 
scheduled to fight the wintry blasts alone all winter, 
my answer is ‘Get me off.’  One winter upside down 
was enough for me.  It took me three weeks [on 
shore] to regain the full use of my feet!’ 
 

To determine the contents of U-234’s cargo, the 
Navy surrounded the submarine with a shroud to 
shield the sensitive unloading activities. The Navy 
Department sent much of U-234’s cargo to its 
research facility at Indian Head, Maryland, 
distributing the German technology, including the 
Messerschmitt plans and instruments, to 
appropriate government offices for research and 
analysis. The Navy handed over the uranium oxide 
to the U.S. Army to support the Manhattan Project 
and development of atomic weapons.  After U-234’s 
surrender, the Navy continued to analyse the U-
boat’s design and construction. The Navy subjected 
the U-boat to numerous tests to compare the 
durability and performance of German submarines 
to the latest American sub technology. By the spring 
of 1946, extensive dockside inspections and sea 
tests were complete and the Navy formally declared 
the U-boat ‘out of service.’ Finally, on November 
20th, 1947, 40 miles off Cape Cod, the Navy used 
the U-boat as a torpedo target for the American 
submarine USS Greenfish.  Navy intelligence 
officials processed Fehler and the other U-234 
officers through Fort Hunt, located near Mt. Vernon. 
After that, the Navy sent the officers to internment 
camps along the East Coast. Fehler went to a facility 
reserved for fervent Nazi officers and, in 1946, he 
returned home by sea along with other repatriated 
Germans. While Fehler sank no ships as a 
submarine commander, his association with U-234 
made him the subject of journalists, writers and 
researchers as one of the better-known U-boat 
captains. After returning to Germany, he settled in 
Hamburg and passed away in 1993 at the age of 82. 

 

After completing the successful transfer of 
surrendered U-boats to Portsmouth, Captain 
Winslow navigated Argo up to Southport, Maine, to 
anchor in front of his parents’ home on Love Cove. 
The cutter barely fit through the rocky narrows and 
is the only vessel of its size and kind to have visited 
the sparsely populated area. (Courtesy of the 
Winslow Family)  After retiring from active duty, Eliot 
Winslow settled in Southport, Maine (near the port 
city of Bath), where he started a business running 
tugs and local tour boats. For years, Winslow gave 
summertime tours of the southern Maine coast on 
board the sightseeing vessel he named for his old 
cutter, the Argo. Winslow lived to see his nineties at 
his home in Southport. 
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Sweden Boosts Military Spending, Expands 
Draft amid Russia Tensions & Orders New S/M 

RCN News & Reuters, 15 Oct 2020 
Defence Minister Peter Hultqvist announced major 
increases to defence spending and conscription on 
15/10, amid concerns of increased Russian 
aggression in the region.  He told media that the 
defence budget will be increased by 40% between 
2021-25, adding USD $3.1 billion to military coffers 
in 2025, which will fund a new mechanised brigade, 
one new submarine, and general upgrades and 
modernisation for all the services.  Furthermore, the 
draft will be doubled to 8,000 recruits, and the 
overall military will be expanded from 60,000 to 
90,000 by 2025 in order to provide sufficient 
numbers to field and maintain the new equipment. 
Sweden has repeatedly protested Russia’s 
provocative actions in recent months, including two 
Russian corvettes entering Swedish territorial 
waters without permission in mid-September, 
prompting Stockholm to take these major steps. 
 

Myanmar Navy Showcases Newly Acquired 
Submarine in Fleet Exercise Bandoola 

RCN News/ Jane’s, 19 Oct 2020 
The Myanmar Navy unveiled its new submarine, 
a Kilo-class Project 877 EKM boat that was 
formerly in service with the Indian Navy as the 
INS Sindhuvir.  The boat, which has been 
renamed UMS Minye Theinkhathu, was unveiled 
during a recent Myanmar Navy exercise, and was 
seen flying the ensigns of both India and 
Myanmar, which suggests that the vessel is still 
being operated by an Indian crew as Myanmar 
has little experience operating submarines. 
Sources suggest that the submarine is being 
leased to Myanmar, and is provided as part of 
India’s wider Security and Growth for All in the 
Region (SAGAR) initiative which is intended to 
widen India’s strategic engagement with its Indian 
Ocean region neighbours and counter similar 
initiatives by China.  Myanmar has been 
attempting to procure submarines for decades, 
and many had expected that they would be 
sourced from China, its main ally, but sources 
suggest that the Myanmar Navy preference was 
to procure Russian-built Kilos, and the bid to 
acquire a subsurface capability may have gained 
impetus as neighbouring states in South and 
Southeast Asia, including Bangladesh, have 
recently acquired their own submarines. 
 

Most Nato Countries Miss Military Spending Target 
Financial Times, 21 Oct 2020 

A report on defence expenditures released by 
NATO projects that two-thirds of its 30 member 
states will fall below the alliance’s defence spending 
target of 2% of each members’ gross domestic 
product (GDP) this year.  NATO set the defence 
spending target for its members in 2014 in order to 
make contributions to the alliance more equitable in 
the face of criticism from the US, which spends the  

most on defence by far at 3.87% of its GDP. Of the 
alliance’s 30 countries, only 10 are projected to 
reach that goal this year, the US, UK, France, 
Greece, Poland, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, 
Romania, and Norway, while other European 
countries like Germany and Italy will fall short. 
Despite the shortfall, NATO Secretary General Jens 
Stoltenberg has praised the defence group’s 
members, emphasising the fact that 2020 marks the 
sixth consecutive year in which members have 
collectively upped their defence-related spending, 
this time by 4.3 percent, up from 3.7 percent last 
year.  Analysts also note that the 2% target has 
been criticised as a poor reflection of the value of 
investments made by member states each year into 
defence capabilities and NATO operations.  Canada 
will spend more than it has in the past decade on 
defence this year at 1.45% of its GDP, however 
analysts note that this increase can largely be 
attributed to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic 
on the economy, which has reduced the country’s 
GDP this year.  This week, NATO defence ministers 
will meet virtually to begin discussions to approve 
plans to build a new space centre at NATO’s Air 
Command in Germany, which will act as a hub to 
operate its satellite communications, satellites make 
up about 40% of the alliance’s overall 
communications, heralding future expenditures on 
space support for NATO operations. 
 

Japan Launches First of its New Class of 
Submarines Equipped with Lithium-ion 

Batteries 
RCN & Jane’s 14 Oct 2020 

Japan launched its first Taigei-class diesel-electric 
attack submarine (SSK) at the Mitsubishi Heavy 
Industries shipyard in Kobe on 14/10.  The 3,000-
ton Taigei (‘Blue Whale) Subs are the successor to 
the current Soryu-class boats, and are equipped 
with lithium-ion batteries which are said to require 
less maintenance and have higher endurance than 
their conventional lead-acid counterparts.  Taigei is 
expected to be commissioned in 2022 after it 
undergoes further fitting out and sea trials, and its 
introduction should bring the Japan Maritime Self 
Defence Force’s Fleet of submarines to 22 
operational boats, including nine Oyashio-class 
submarines and 12 Soryus. China’s naval 
expansion is driving Japan to increase the size of its 
own fleet; the decision to increase SSK numbers 
from 16 to 22 hulls was included in the 2010 
National Defence Programme Guidelines, and the 
MoD has reportedly allocated funds for the 
construction of five additional Taigei-class boats, 
with the apparent intention of building one per year 
and possibly up to eight total hulls. 

 
Due to my Failing Memory, I am 
thinking of changing my password to 
‘Incorrect’.  That way, when I log in the 
wrong password, the computer will tell 
me; ‘Your Password is Incorrect’. 
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Do you remember Run Ashore Oppo’s like this? 

 
Coronavirus: How Many Personnel Have 

Tested Positive For COVID-19? 
The MoD reveals how many servicemen and 

women have tested positive for COVID-19 
Forces News  09 Oct 2020 

More than 600 military personnel have tested 
positive for coronavirus since the outbreak began.  
The latest statistics released by the MoD show 
31,398 UK servicemen and women have been 
tested for COVID-19, with at least 644 testing 
positive.  Since the start of the outbreak, 1,668 
civilian defence personnel have also been tested.   
The MoD said the tests have 
been carried out at regional 
testing sites, mobile units, 
hospitals or by using home 
testing kits.  According to the 
latest Government data, 
there have been a total of 
561,815 cases of 
coronavirus in the UK.  The 
British Army has seen the most positive tests, with 
374 affected personnel, while the RN has had 169 
positive cases and the RAF 101.  The majority of the 
positive cases among serving personnel have been 
in the UK, a total of 585, with the remaining 59 cases 
found overseas.  The new data is correct as of 25 
Sept 2020.   
 

The RN has had 7,992 of its service personnel 
tested, with 5,888 in the Army and 830 in the RA 
Force.  A total of 16,650 service personnel in UK 
Strategic Command have also been tested.  UK 
Armed Forces personnel have had a key role in the 
country's response to the coronavirus pandemic, 
including setting up and running mobile testing 
centres and helping construct the NHS Nightingale 
hospitals.  During the peak of the military's 
coronavirus response, 20,000 troops were at 
readiness, with more than 4,000 of them deployed 
at any one time.  At the virtual Conservative Party 
Conference on 4 Oct, Health Secretary Matt 
Hancock said the military would be involved in 
distributing a potential coronavirus vaccine.  
Recently, 100 RAF personnel deployed to 
Birmingham to support the city council's 'Drop and 
Collect' testing initiative. 

 

U.S. & RN Sign Agreement 
on ‘Integrated Warfighting’ 

Tom Dunlop  UKDJ  23 Oct, 2020 
U.S Chief of Naval Operations 
Admiral Mike Gilday conducted a 
bilateral Strategic Dialogue via 
video teleconference with the 
First Sea Lord this week.  The 
leaders discussed the two 
navies’ alliance and areas for 
continued collaboration and 
cooperation around the globe. 

Additionally, the two leaders signed a Statement of 
Intent for ‘Future Integrated Warfighting’ that will set 
a ‘cooperative vision for inter-changeability between 
the two navies, synchronise pioneering capabilities, 
strengthen operating concepts, and focus our 
collective efforts to Deliver Combined Sea power, 
together’.  ‘We have a long tradition of sailing 
together from the Atlantic to the Indo-Pacific.  No 
doubt, our storied past has strengthened our 
friendship today, and will do so far into the future,’ 
said Gilday.  ‘After months of hard work on both 
sides of the Atlantic, we are pleased to sign this 
Statement of Intent that will set a cooperative vision 
for interchangeability. By organising our 
cooperation together on Carrier Strike, Underwater 
Superiority, Navy-Marine integration as well as 
future warfighting efforts like unmanned and AI, we 
will remain on the leading edge of Great Power 
Competition.’ 
 

Radakin echoed similar sentiments.  ‘In an 
increasingly contested world, alliances and 
partnerships such as that between the U.K. and the 
U.S. are vital,’ said Radakin.  ‘We have already 
proven how closely we can work together, from 
developing our carrier strike capability to jointly 
demonstrating freedom of navigation around the 
world.  Now, as we move towards every greater 
interchangeability, I am excited by the opportunities 
to strengthen and deepen our partnership today and 
in the years to come.’  The U.S. Navy and RN 
regularly operate together around the world.  Most 
recently, the USS The Sullivan’s took part in the 
RN’s Carrier Strike Group exercise and Joint 
Warrior 20-2.  The two navies also conducted 
training in the Barents Sea in early September 2020. 
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The Russians have Spent 40 years 
Preparing for Undersea Slaughter 

David Axe, Forbes 20 Oct 2020 
Nearly a year later, the U.S. Navy deployed one of 
its own most capable, and secretive, attack subs 
through the same volume of ocean. USS Seawolf.  
The separate but similar events clearly were no 
coincidence.  Russia has spent decades preparing 
its subs to control key volumes of the North Atlantic. 
The U.S has spent decades preparing to thwart that 
plan.  Seawolf is an important part of the American 
effort.  The 8 Russian boats, including 6 nuclear-
powered vessels, last year fanned out across the 
Norwegian and Barents Seas, where they practiced 
defending the swathes of ocean that Russia’s 
ballistic-missile submarines, ‘boomers’, would use to 
launch their civilisation-ending intercontinental 
rockets.  The American boat that sailed a year later 
specifically was designed to penetrate Russian 
defences in these same waters. 
 

Moscow’s undersea surge wasn’t unprecedented. 
But you’d have to go back to 1987 to find a similar 
effort.  That year, the Soviet navy sent five then-new 
Victor-class attack submarines racing across the N, 
Atlantic.  The deployment, Operation Atrina, required 
years of training.  After skirting the boundaries of the 
nuclear bastions, the Victors pushed farther west.  
So far west that they inspired a minor panic in the 
U.S. Navy, which sortied a veritable armada in order 
to track down the Soviet boats.  Something similar 
happened decades later.  Russia’s Oct 2019 surge 
fell under the auspices of Operation Grom, a 60-day 
rehearsal for nuclear warfare.  As part of the 
exercise, the Delta IV-class missile sub Karelia 
launched an unarmed ballistic missile from the 
Barents Sea on 17 Oct.  The operation also involved 
air- and land-launched missiles.  The eight attack 
boats involved in Operation Grom apparently 
practiced protecting Karelia. In wartime, defending 
boomers in their bastions would be the primary 
mission of Russia’s roughly 50-strong attack-
submarine force.  But the same attack boats also 
possess offensive capability of their own. 
 

Attack boats carrying the new Kalibr non-nuclear 
cruise missile ‘can operate from the relative safety 
of bastions in the Norwegian and Barents Seas and 
strike targets across Northern and Central Europe,’ 
Andrew Metrick, an analyst with the Centre for 
Strategic and International Studies in Washington, 
D.C., explained in Proceedings, the professional 
journal of the U.S. Naval Institute.  And if Moscow 
wanted to threaten the continental U,S with 
conventional weapons, the attack boats could sail 
farther west.  The U.S. East Coast no longer is a 
‘safe haven’ for American warships, U.S. Navy vice 
admiral Andrew Lewis, the Second Fleet 
commander, has said.  ‘We have seen an ever-
increasing number of Russian submarines deployed 
in the Atlantic, and these submarines are more 
capable than ever, deploying for longer periods of 
time, with more lethal weapons systems.   

American Admirals voiced similar warnings back in 
the mid-1980’s, shortly before the five Victors 
submarines sailed as far as Bermuda.  In 1984, the 
U.S. Navy conducted a thorough analysis of Soviet 
submarine capabilities.  The resulting report, which 
highlighted new classes of attack submarines 
including the Victor, was a ‘turning point’ for the 
Americans, Hunting Russian submarines became 
‘the Navy's number one war-fighting priority,’ Hogg 
said, ‘because of the severe national-security 
consequences if we lose that war-fighting edge over 
the Soviets.’  Started by the ‘84 report, the U.S. 
Navy launched a crash program to develop a new, 
hunter-killer attack submarine, the Seawolf.  And it 
upgraded its existing attack boats to operate more 
safely under the icy waters of Soviet bastions. 
 

Thirty-six years later, Seawolf, one of three 
submarines in her class, was part of the U.S. Navy’s 
eventual response, alongside its NATO Allies, to 
Operation Grom and Russia’s 2019 undersea surge.  
Seawolf, which commissioned in 1997, is faster, 
quieter and more heavily-armed than probably any 
other attack boat in the world.  But NATO’s 
immediate answer to Operation Grom came from the 
air.  Between 25 Oct and 7 Nov, alliance patrol planes 
flew more than 40 missions hunting for the 8 Russian 
attack submarines.  6 Norwegian AF P-3s, four U.S. 
Navy P-8s and a Canadian air force CP-140 flew 
from Andoya in Norway.  At least one additional P-8 
flew from Keflavik in Iceland.  A French navy Atlantic 
2 patroller staged from Prestwick airport in Scotland.  
Flight-trackers followed the patrol planes as they flew 
hundreds of miles into the North Atlantic to fly 
racetrack patterns over the apparent locations of 
Russian subs.  The patrol planes use their radars, 
sonar buoys and magnetic detectors to find subs on 
and below the waves. 
 

10 months later in mid-Aug this year, Seawolf 
departed her home port in Washington State, sailed 
under the thinning ice of the Arctic Ocean and 
churned right through Russia’s nuclear bastion in the 
Norwegian Sea.  Navy’s statement on Seawolf’s 
arrival at the Norwegian port of Tromso was 
remarkable, in that the American fleet almost never 
publicly announces submarine movements, and is 
particularly circumspect about Seawolf and her 
sisters.  When the U.S. Navy does talk about Seawolf, 
the service obviously is making a point.  That point 
clearly is, Russia might carve out undersea bastions 
and send S/M’s toward the U.S. coast, but the U.S 
can push back.  ‘Seawolf’s deployment from Bangor, 
Washington, to the U.S. 6th Fleet demonstrates the 
submarine force’s global reach and commitment to 
provide persistent and clandestine undersea forces 
worldwide to execute our unique missions with 
unrivalled readiness,’ the commander of U.S. Sub 
forces, said in a statement.  That commitment 
includes maintaining the ability to crack open the 
undersea bastions the Russians are practicing so 
hard to protect, and hunt down the protectors of those 
same bastions.  At least, the Americans hope so! 
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NEWSLETTER FEEDBACK 
 

Submarines Using Manchester Ship Canal.  The 
article from the FoSM (Friends of S/M Museum 
sparked some lovely responses and love this one 
from Mike Kemp (and not just because he was a RO) 
 

First Trip to Manchester 1975  With HMS Otus 
sailing from Portland Exercise areas, we arrived off 
Liverpool at 2am on 15 June 1975, for our long 
journey up the Manchester Ship Canal, for our first 
good will visit for the year to Manchester.  The 
journey along the canal was long, I was Signalman, 
and was on the bridge for most of the time, taking 
an hour break prior to our arrival at Trafford Wharf, 

there was some tight 
manoeuvres along the 
canal, and into each lock, 
reporting the condition of the 
screws, dipping the ensign 
to other merchantmen.  Any 
large container ship’s using 
the canal, steer for each 
other, and the pressure of 
water when they meet, 
against the pressure of 
water on the Canal sides, 

keep them apart, no collision, or so they say.  On a 
couple of occasions, we caught the banks trying to 
screw around some of the bends in the canal, the 
sub being so long and deep draught.  One of the 
main reasons for doing this particular visit is that on 
the underside of the hull, we had gained a lot of 
barnacles and weed, this tends to slow the 
submarine up at sea, and our operational 
movement is slower.  So the canal being thick with 
acid substances, and you can see it bubbling up in 
places, eats through and cleans off the hull, taking 
some paint with it, but really does the job, and saves 
a lot of money having the boat put into dry dock, with 
a civilian firm spending a week removing the weed 
and barnacles using high powered jet nozzles. 
 

We arrived at Trafford Wharf some 14hrs later, in 
Salford Docks, Subsistence in Manchester was 
£15.00 a day, so we could easily find 
accommodation, and food at a reasonable price, a 
couple of chaps, spent that amount each day, on 
getting quietly drunk, finding an old ships crate, on 
the jetty in which they spent three nights sleeping in.  
We hired a car to get around and going to the 
functions laid on by the City of Manchester and the 
Mayor of Manchester.  We were open to visitors, 
and made a small print in the local rag, visitors were 
usually shown through the submarine, by opening 
the forward torpedo loading hatch, and the after 
loading hatch, to allow a continuous stream of 
visitors through, a lot of important equipment 
covered up, and as normal the specialist 
compartments locked.  On 21 June we sailed from 
Manchester Docks, after the ‘good will’, visit, 
arriving back at, Portland Exercise Areas by 23 
June, one week of exercises continued, our running 
in this part of the world was becoming a usual thing. 

Mike attached a newspaper copy from one 
assumes a local Manchester Paper which read;  
Sub to go on Show  The Royal Navy Submarine 
HMS Otus will dock at Trafford Wharf, Manchester 
on Monday at the start of a five-day visit.  During the 
stay, the Submariner will be open to the public 
during Weds & Thurs afternoons.  Her Captain Lt 
Cdr B.R. Coward and crew of seven officers and 59 
Ratings will meet Civic Leaders and entertain 
parties of visitors from Greater Manchester  
Highlights include a cricket match with the Army Pay 
Office, Ashton-under-Lyne, and a soccer game with 
Greater Manchester Fire Service.  The vessel, 
which can stay submerged for up to three months. 
 

Second Trip to Manchester 1977  Whilst working 
in Dolphin Communications Centre (Comcen), just 
before HMS Otus paid off to go into refit, and some 
6 months after I had left. The Leading Radio 
Operator (LRO) of the boat asked if I would stand in 
for him, for 2 months, as he was moving to Plymouth 
from Southsea.  The Captain was approached, and 
the relevant officers in the Comcen, the pay forms 
were completed, it was accepted, and I re-joined the 
Otus, for its last fling before refit.  The running 
included, as usual ‘Portland’ a visit to ‘Dartmouth’ 
for the college boys again, but most of all, and one 
of the main reasons I wanted to go, was she was 
visiting the Port of Manchester. It was to be her final 
farewell visit before her refit.  I noticed that 
everything on the boat was very relaxed now, as 
their programmes could not be changed at this late 
stage, so much money had gone into the 
preparation for the refit in Plymouth.  Therefore, I 
enjoyed another memorable trip up the Manchester 
Ship canal.  I approached the Signalman if I could 
do a few hours on the bridge either for him or with 
him, this was a better run in Manchester than the 
last visit. 
 

I set up a golf tournament for the Wardroom, and 
New Mills (my home town) Golf Club.  A local chap 
asked if I could show him and some friends around 
the Submarine, whilst it was in Salford Docks.  It 
was arranged he would take me down to the 
Submarine, I forgot he had a Rolls Royce, and when 
we turned up at the Boat in the Docks, you could 
see the ‘Trot sentry’, the duty Casing Junior Rate, 
running along the Casing, grabbing the Microphone, 
and the Duty Officer coming running up the ladder 
to the Casing, from below doing up his uniform tunic. 
However, when he saw it was me, with guests he 
swore under his breath, and went back to his duties 
below.  Mike Kemp, Ex- LRO (SM) 
Editor:  Commonly known in the Submarine World 
of ‘What a Lovely Jolly!’ 
 

HMS Otus was a RN Oberon-
class submarine launched in 
1962.  She was decommissioned 
in the early 1990s and is now a 
naval museum in Germany. 
Wikipedia based at Hafenstraße, 
18546 Sassnitz, Germany. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HMS_Otus_(S18)
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Manchester Cont.  Dear Terry,  First thank you for 
your splendid Trade Journal which I look forward to 
every month and read from top to toe with great 
interest.  Please do keep it going as it makes an old 
man very happy.  I was onboard HMS Grampus 
when we visited Manchester with an ‘A’ boat! 
Somewhere buried in my photographs is one 
showing us alongside in the docks.  Unfortunately, I 
cannot remember the year, but it must have been 
about 1966.  Terry Andrews was the skipper and I 
was the Electrical Officer.  If more information is 
needed, I will try and find the photograph. 
With best regards and thanks again, Nick Kirby. 
 

Hello Terry, thank you for the DS newsletter, 
excellent as usual; it should get wider coverage.        
I send odd and ends of the newsletter to my NZ 
doctor of many years, especially the jokes.  I noted 
the item on the Manchester Ship Canal, that brought 
memories from 1950 on HMS Artemis and 
Manchester, which is my home  town.  HMS Affray 
was with us on the trips that Summer.  No reply 
needed.  Best regards and keep well.   Peter H.  NZ 
 

BZ Terry for an excellent Newsletter Edition, as 
always.  ‘Come Round Oppo’  Mike B.  Editor:  I 
have always said if I won first prize in a raffle in a 
harem; with my luck I would win the eunuch!  Not 
much difference to being called around by an oppo 
who lives over 10,000 miles away in Aussie but I am 
positive it is the thought that counts, so thanks mate. 
 

Forces News  Sunday 8 November 2020 
Lest We Forget.  Good morning, Today, the lives 
and contributions of millions of men and women are 
being commemorated at home and abroad as part 
of Remembrance Sunday.  The focal point of this is 
at Whitehall in London where, at the Cenotaph, HM 
the Queen will led the nation in a two-minutes 
silence at 11.00 am.  For the past two weeks, our 
audiences have been contributing to the BFBS 
Virtual Remembrance.  This morning, many 
commemorated in their own distanced way but the 
indications are that at 11am a lot of people stood 
with a mobile phone, radio broadcast and listened 
to the Last Post and even in our small Village many 
appeared at their front doors and in front of their 
properties to observe the Two Minute Silence in 
Remembrance of those who made the Ultimate 
Sacrifice.  I personally felt a bit self-conscience 
stood with my wife on the front of our house to 
observe the Act of Remembrance but on reflection 
the Last Post and the observance itself had the 
same emotional impact on me as it would have had 
in normal times Dipping the Derbyshire 
Submariners Standard on either Derby Market 
Place War Memorial or the Ilkeston Market Place 
Memorial which is alternated each year.  The Union 
Flag was Flying at our Parish Church Flagpole (I am 
watch on watch stop on Duty Bunting) but the rules 
decree remaining at home and for once in my life I 
have done as I am told as I approach the first 
anniversary on 3 December of remaining at home. 

Latest Sitrep HMS Urge  Documents from National 
Archives, Kew show all submarines left Malta before 
dawn on the day indicated for their departure and all 
used the same  NE swept Channel to sail away to 
Alexandria.  Q: Why would HMS Urge have 
encountered a mine when the boats on the day 
before and the days after, did not?  24/6 (circa two 
months after the demise of HMS Urge, 29/4 Quote. 
This report has been held pending an enemy claim 
to have sunk Urge.  No such claim has been 
forthcoming’. Unquote.  Usually, the claim to have 
sunk a surface vessel or a submarine came from the 
RN or from the Regia Marina (RA).  In the case of 
Urge , the action came from the RA, and although 
their Archives (Rome) do contain the Relazione 
Operativa of the attack by their CR42 dive-bombers 
on an Enemy Submarine (Marsa el Hilal , 
29/4/1942). there was no Official Claim as such. 
 

Documents all confirm how the absence of an 
Enemy Claim led to the wrong conclusion that HMS 
Urge had foundered off Malta for having hit a mine. 
To this date, the MoD hold to this obsolete (1942) 
version of the story.  It is only much later (and 
despite the absence of any claim by the Italians) that 
this Entry appeared in the Admiralty War Diaries:  
Submarine Urge (Lt Cdr E P Tomkinson DSO) was 
sunk by Italian aircraft off Ras el Hilal. Cdr 
Tomkinson, Lt D B Allen, Lt J M S Poole DSC, Ty/Lt 
J S D Ransome DSC RNR, 28 ratings and 11 RN 
rating passengers for Alexandria were lost. 
 

Had Urge hit one of the mines laid around Malta, 
this would have occurred within hours of her 
departure from Malta on 27/4, certainly not two days 
later!  The official date of her loss, 29 April, 1942, is 
given in the Catalogue, N.A. Kew Attachment #12.  
This confirms that the claim put by a research team 
University of Malta is invalid.  HMS Urge is not off 
Malta but at Marsa El Hilal, Libya.  JP Misson. 
Editor:  I feel quite sorry for JP Misson and his 
passionate frustrating situation for him on his 
positive thoughts for the Memory of the Crew of 
HMS Urge.  It appears  many Submariners feel that 
the allegations he makes should be disproved or 
approved and the truth made public. 
 

Remembrance Sunday.  My Grandson Cameron 
knows how much I like to attend a service on this 

special day, and I jumped 
at the chance to be able 
to pay my respects at 
Derby War Memorial. As 
the clock chimed 11am 
an ex-serviceman recited 
the Kohima, and several 
people placed poppy 
wreaths on the War 
Memorial. Afterwards I 
placed an RBL poppy 
cross on the grass with 
my Father’s name on it 

who was lost in Africa in WWII. 
Peter Johnson 
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Former RN Chief Warns of 'Disaster' after Fleet 
Shrinks in Size to its Smallest Fleet in 474-Years 
S.Rayment & A. Merritt  Plymouth Live 25 Oct 2020 
The former Chief of the RN has warned maritime 
forces face 'disaster' as its fleet shrinks to a historic 
new low.  The size of the RN has shrunk 
considerably over the decades.  In 1982, the UK had 
43 frigates and 12 destroyers; it now has 13 and six 
respectively.  It is now on course to have the 
smallest fleet in its 474-year history.  New Type 31 
frigates will not be ready until 2024, when the old 
ones are on their way out.  Falklands War veteran 
Lord West says with just eight frigates operational 
by the middle of the decade, ‘That is a national 
disgrace for a maritime nation.  We are going to end 
up with something like eight frigates’.  He also 
blasted Downing Street adviser Dominic 
Cummings, who said the UK’s £6.2billion aircraft 
carriers could be sunk by a teen piloting a drone 
from a laptop.  ‘The man’s talking complete and utter 
crap,’ he said.  The RN has 77 ships, 23 of them 
warships.  In Lord Nelson’s era, in 1792, the British 
fleet numbered 661.  Lord West said a fully-
equipped Navy is vital for facing threats such as 
Russia under the ‘extremely dangerous’ Vladimir 
Putin.  He said: ‘The fact he used nerve agents on 
British soil was extraordinary.  When we were more 
powerful, we would have gone to war because of 
that.’  The Royal Navy said ‘It will always have the 
ships required to fulfil defence commitments. 
 

Dockyard Workers’ Efforts In ’82 Immortalised 
Royal Navy News Release  30 Oct 2020 

A plaque commemorating the efforts of HM Naval 
Base Portsmouth workers in readying 39 ships to 
join the task force deployed to the Falkland Islands 
in 1982 has been unveiled by The Lord Mayor of 
Portsmouth, and it will remain on display in the 
Historic Dockyard at Boathouse No 7.  It was made 
by Rohann Pearce, a machinist apprentice with 
BAE Systems, and was concepted by Andrew 
Cave, a former member of the RN who has 
suggested all the dockyards involved in preparing 
ships for the conflict are recognised in a similar way.  
It is testament to the immense professional pride, 
patriotism and passion that the dockyard workers 
possessed, that despite the news of imminent 
closure of the dockyard in 1982, and being issued 
with their redundancy notices at lunchtime on 2 
April, that even faced with the loss of their jobs and 
livelihoods, they returned to their workplaces and 
remained dedicated to the task of getting the Fleet 
deployed and ready for operations on 5 April 1982.  
Mr Cave joined the RN in 1981 and sailed in HMS 
Hermes as a 17-year-old; his action station was the 
chaff rockets.  Now living in Shrewsbury and sadly 
unable to attend today’s unveiling, it was his initial 
suggestion that prompted the plaque’s creation in 
honour of the workers who carried on with little or no 
rest through those hectic days.  ‘I am extremely 
grateful to everybody who has helped me to achieve 
their rightful recognition,’ he said.  ‘The fact remains 
that our country was only able to respond as quickly 

as it did because of the dockyard workforce.  There 
is no doubt whatsoever that they played a massive 
part in the success of the operation and the country 
owes them a great debt. 
 

A Team are understood to have been Deployed 
to Faslane to Track Underwater Drones 

Patricia Kane  Mail on Sunday  1 Nov 2020 
Naval chiefs have established an elite unit to hunt 
for Russian spyware near the UK's key nuclear 
submarine base.  Members of the team are 
understood to have been deployed to Faslane to 
track down underwater drones or surveillance 
equipment placed around the Clyde estuary, the 
route the Trident missile-armed RN Fleet take to 

reach open sea.  It comes after an unmanned 'spy 
boat' powered by solar energy and designed to 
avoid detection was found off the coast of Scotland 
last month.  No country has yet come forward to 
claim it.  Defence bosses fear that if Moscow 
successfully tracks and captures the unique 
'acoustic signature' of any of the Vanguard class as 
they submerge into deep ocean, the Russians 
would be able to identify them anywhere.  Last 
week, The Mail on Sunday revealed a surge in 
Russian subs in waters previously controlled by the 
Royal and US navies.  Last night, a defence expert 
said the formation of a new unit came as no 
surprise, adding: 'Capturing the acoustic signature 
is quite the prize in the cat-and-mouse game of 
submarine hunting.  'The Russians know our four 
Trident boats are a potent threat and knowing 
exactly what they sound like can help pick them out 
in a noisy ocean.'  The MoD declined to comment 
on the new unit.  Editor:  One discussion forum 
declares ‘This confirms that the craft is a Liquid 
Robotics Wave Glider rather than a clone.  But the 
mystery remains over who was operating it, what it 
was doing, and why they are keeping quiet.  
https://www.liquid-robotics.com/markets/defense-
security/   Liquid Robotics is a Boeing Company 
and advertises: Undersea Threats are Escalating.  
Unmanned Systems to the Rescue.  Navies of the 
world face shrinking budgets, ageing technology, 
and expanding threats from undersea.  The Wave 
Glider platform is a persistent and highly durable 
unmanned surface vehicle that can host or tow a 
range of sensors, giving defence customers access 
to real time maritime data.  Editor:  As sadly with 
Astute up in Scotland it would appear these very 
clever robotic submarines are not immune from 
finding navigating around Scotland can be difficult!  

https://www.liquid-robotics.com/markets/defense-security/
https://www.liquid-robotics.com/markets/defense-security/
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HMS Audacious Sails from Barrow 
The RN Submarine Delivery Agency  9 Nov 2020 
HMS Audacious, the RN’s 4th Astute Class S/M has 
sailed from the BAE’s shipyard in Barrow in-Furness 
for her new home at HM’s Naval Base Clyde, where 
she will prepare for sea trials before entering 
operational service with the RN.  Built by BAE 
Systems, which employs around 9,000 people in its 
S/M business in Barrow, including those that work on 
the Astute programme, the programme supports 
thousands more working in the UK supply chain.  The 
Chief Executive of the Submarine Delivery Agency, 
said: The departure of HMS Audacious from Barrow 
is a key milestone in the Astute Class programme. 
The delivery of our incredibly complex submarine 
programmes depends on the extremely skilled 
submarine workforce and close collaboration with our 
industrial partners across the supply chain to deliver 
a first-class product for the RN.  I am extremely 
grateful to everyone involved in the significant efforts 
to meet this milestone and the key roles they have 
played in the shadow of these unprecedented 
circumstances to get HMS Audacious to sea.  The 
delivery of our incredibly complex submarine 
programmes depends on the extremely skilled 
submarine workforce and close collaboration with our 
industrial partners across the supply chain to deliver 
a first-class product for the RN. 
 

Among the most technologically advanced 
submarines operating in the world today, the 
departure of HMS Audacious marks a significant 
milestone in the Astute programme, which is 
providing 7 new attack submarines for the RN and 
the capability it needs to defend UK interests at 
home and overseas.  The Astute Class S/M’s 
feature the latest nuclear-powered technology and 
the Sonar 2076.  The 7,400-tonne boat can 
circumnavigate the world submerged, limited only 
by their food storage capacity, manufacturing the 
crew’s oxygen from seawater as they go. They also 
have the ability to operate covertly and remain 
undetected in almost all circumstances despite 
being 50% bigger than the RN’s current Trafalgar 
Class S/M’s which is being replaced by the Astute 
Class.  HMS Audacious will join HMS Astute, 
HMS Ambush and HMS Artful, which are already 
in service with the RN, contributing to operations 
and supporting the Continuous At Sea Deterrent 
(CASD) posture. HMS Audacious will be joined by 
Astute Boats 5, 6, and 7, Anson, Agamemnon, 
and Agincourt, respectively by the end of 2026.  
COVID-19 has changed the way we are working at 
Barrow and our absolute priority is the health and 
safety of the workforce and local community. 
Precautions have been taken to implement social 
distancing and protection measures on site to allow 
work on critical operations such as HMS Audacious.  
able to manufacture its own oxygen and fresh water 
from the ocean & it can circumnavigate the world 
without surfacing, her endurance is only limited by 
the amount of food that can be stored & it is armed 
with tomahawk cruise missiles 

Our Submariners Deserve a Place in NMA 
Michael Boyce  The Times  9 Nov 2020 

No one arm of the Services is better or more worthy 
than any other: The Royal Navy, Army and Royal Air 
Force all call for courage, endurance, intelligence 
and self-sacrifice, and on deployment no serviceman 
or woman is ever far from danger.  The threats of 
being shot down in hostile territory or entering a 
potentially booby-trapped building to search for 
terrorists are obvious to the public, but less is known 
of the Submarine Service, The Silent Service.  
Submariners operate in a hostile environment every 
time they go to sea, whether or not an enemy is 
present.  A submarine has only a 10% reserve of 
buoyancy, so very little water needs to enter before it 
is no longer able to surface.  This single fact has led 
to submariners becoming something of a breed 
apart.  They need absolute trust in each other and all 
must understand their boat’s complex systems, 
which any one of them might be called upon to 
operate in an emergency. So, no matter what your 
rank, if you have not earned the coveted Dolphin 
Badge then your voice carries no weight. 
 

This is as true today as ever: it applies to the 
Vanguard class, Trident missile-armed submarines, 
which for decades have maintained the UK’s nuclear 
deterrent without a break, conducting long patrols that 
call for the highest standards of vigilance and 
engineering skill; and to the nuclear-powered attack 
submarines of the Astute and Trafalgar classes, 
which deploy around the world, from the North Pole 
to the Far East.  Submarine patrols are carried out in 
radio silence, so submariners, unlike other service 
personnel, do not have the luxury of email or mobile 
phones to talk to their loved ones; and they can be 
away for six months at a time.  This puts a huge strain 
on families, who have to cope with the problems of 
day-to-day life without the help and advice of their 
partners. 
 

Our Submariners are the latest generation of a 
service that has been secretly protecting our 
country for 119 years.  Some 5,500 Royal Navy 
Submariners have perished serving their country in 
this time, a significant proportion of what is a 
relatively small service.  Whatever my other 
achievements, I will always consider myself, above 
all else, a Submariner.  As such, I am proud to be 
the patron of the Submariner Memorial Appeal 
(submarinermemorial.uk), which aims to raise 
£300,000 to build at the National Memorial 
Arboretum a fitting memorial to submariners who 
have given their lives in service and to mark the 
sacrifice of their families.  They deserve to be 
remembered in a fitting way, all the more so at this 
time of year.  Admiral of the Fleet Lord Boyce is 
patron of the Submariner Memorial Appeal 
 

Editor: 100% behind this Appeal, but I Remember 
before the NMA was opened; DS were involved, & our 
Poppy on a Stick was on the First Row of the Naval 
Review and Derbyshire in the early 2000’s proposed the 
Max Sized Two-sided Plinth SM Memorial allowed then  

http://submarinermemorial.uk/
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Support to Rescue System Secured 
A recent seven-million pounds contract extension 
will ensure that Submariners continue to be backed-
up by world class rescue operations.  Scotland 
based firm JFD were awarded the extension, 
securing operational 
support to the 
NATO Submarine 
Rescue System 
(NSRA) into 2023.  
Created in 2008, 
NSRS is a 
collaborative project 
shared between the 
UK, France & Norway to ensure submarine 
operations are as safe as possible.  The dedicated 
system provides rescue to the three nations, as well 
as to allied NATO partners through a Memoranda of 
understanding.  As well as providing a ‘rescue 
ready’ capability 24hrs a day, 365 days a year, the 
contract also provides expertly trained operating 
teams, service upgrades to the specialised rescue 
vehicles and full maintenance. 
 

Talent Recognised for Exceptional Service 
The Sonar Team from HMS Talent are the first 
winners of a new award recognising those who go 
above the call of duty.  The RN Commendation 
replaces the long-standing commendations 
presented by the Fleet Commander, focussing on 
operational effectiveness and the 2nd Sea Lor, 
recording efforts across all lines of development.  
Under the RN’s Transformation programme, they’ve 
been merged and renamed to enhance their 
significance and make receiving a commendation a 
particularly special moment in someone’s career.  
The Team demonstrated excellent leadership and 
dedication, making them worthy winners of the new 
distinction.  
 

Roya\l Visit for HMS Astute 
HRH The Duchess of Rothesay visited HMS Astute 
at HMNB Clyde on 10 Sept.  As Lady Sponsor, HRH 
also attended the commissioning at Faslane and 
visited again in 2014 when Astute 
returned from her first operational 
deployment.  The CO, Cdr David 
Crosby, provided an operational 
update and the Duchess addressed 
members of the ship’s company in 
the Ship Lift, thanking them and 
their families for their ongoing 
dedication and commitment.  She said; ‘I am certain 
that, just as you have always done, you will continue 
to carry out your duties with the pride that comes of 
being at the forefront of our Naval prowess.  May 
you always return safely to harbour.  

New Badge for Trainee Submariners 
RN Trainees have been recognised with the 
presentation of a set of unique training Dolphins.  
Tradionally the Gold Dolphin badge has been the 
mark of a qualified submariner.  First presented in 
the 1950’s, the current badge was introduced back 
in 1972.  Up to now, those joining the Submarine 
Service have had no insignia recognising them as 
SM Trainees.  But from now, the men and women 
undergoing initial RN Training who have chosen or 
have been selected (Press Ganged) to join the 
Submarine Service will have the right to wear their 
own version of the Dolphin badge.  The new training 
dolphins are a similar size and design as the 
tradional gold dolphins, but are black in colour. The 
head of the SM Service, Commodore Jim Perks 
said; ‘The introduction of the SM training badge 
marks an important step in the career of those 
choosing to serve as submariners.  The badge will 
rightly recognise the progression within the SM 
Service from trainee to fully qualified submariner.’ 
 

Submariners Set to be Stars of Small Screen 
On Channel 5 at 9pm as advised 
to all DS Submariners by email, 
there was a one-off hour-long 
documentary which follows HMS 
Vigilant the SSBN and her crew 
at sea while they undertook 
training ahead of a deployment.  
It was filmed in 2019 and the TV 
crew were given unprecedented 
access to the vessel and crew, 
providing a glimpse into life 
onboard.  Since that advice I have learnt via my Daily 
Mail TV Paper this is in fact a 4-Part Series which 
started at 9pm on Weds 4 Nov on Channel 5! 
 

Submariner Marathon Men Raise Cash 
for Memorial Appeal 

Four submariners serving at HMS Raleigh have 
taken part in a double marathon to raise money to 
remember fallen comrades.  The team who work at 
the RN Submarine School, ran four miles every four 
hours for 48 hours around Torpoint, Cornwall; A 
total of 52 miles.  CPO Duggie Dugdale, CPO Adam 
Grigg, LET Jay Palfreyman, along with retired 
submariner Phil White were the marathon men, 
supported by CPO Jack Hawkins.  ‘I’ve run a 
marathon before, but this was certainly a lot more 
challenging for all of us’, said CPO Dugdale.  ‘We all 
suffered at different parts of the event but for us all 
to finish together was great.  The hardest part was 
the lack of sleep.  When we got back from each run 
the endorphins were flowing and it took us a while 
to drop off.  On the second day this took its toll, and 
certainly affected our mood and motivation, but of 
course we prevailed.  There is still time to donate 
and show your support.  Visit: 
www.crowdfunder.co.uk/run4Submariners  
 

Have You had to wear glasses and a mask at the 
same time because of Covid-19? 
You may be entitled to condensation. 

http://www.crowdfunder.co.uk/run4Submariners
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NMRN Has Not Agreed Deal over 
HMS Caroline Alliance  30 Oct, 2020 

It is disappointing the NMRN has not agreed to take 
up an offer from the Depart for the Economy to 
continue operating HMS Caroline in Belfast, 
Alliance MLA Stewart Dickson has said.  The ship, 
which served in WWI, has been docked in Belfast 
since 1924.  It is run by the Portsmouth-based 
NMRN and was closed in March due to the 
pandemic.  Costs to maintain the warship has been 
covered by the DFE but now the museum could be 
moved to Portsmouth after that agreement expired 
and no new deal agreed.  Consultants have been 
brought in to determine the future for the museum, 
which could see 10 staff face redundancy.  ‘Firstly, 
my thoughts are with those staff members who may 
face redundancy in this matter and I hope they are 
given the support needed,’ said Mr Dickson.  ‘It is 
disappointing that following the DFE’s agreeing to 
cover the costs of HMS Caroline’s staff until the end 
of this year, following the end of the UK 
Government’s Job Retention Scheme this week, the 
legal terms to underpin that have not been agreed 
with NMRN.  ‘There has been speculation the ship 
may be moved to Portsmouth due to staff being 
furloughed and maintenance not being carried out. 
That would be the wrong move, given how we are 
trying to boost tourism in Northern Ireland due to the 
pandemic.  I would encourage NMRN to make the 
agreement with the DFE and sure this important 
tourist attraction remains in Belfast.’ 
 

Sailors Will be Banned from Smoking on Board 
Royal Navy Vessels From January 2021 

Darren Boyle  Mailonline 4 Nov 2020 
Royal Navy Sailors will be banned from smoking on 
board all vessels from the start of 2021.  As well as 
cigarettes, all forms of tobacco products will be 
banned from Jan, including ships and submarines.  
All branches of the UK military are seeking to become 
smoke-free by 2022 as part of the Smoking and 
Tobacco Control Strategy for Defence 2017-2022.  

According to Forces.net, the 
plan is to 'minimise the 
negative impact of smoking 
on operational capability'.  
Sailors will be able to vape 
until the end of 2022 in an 
effort to help them quit 
smoking.  In 1988 the RN 
ended its 200-year policy of 

supplying shore-based staff with cheap cigarettes.  
New recruits to the RN are advised to quit smoking.  
According to documents relating to recruitment: 'In 
the military, smokers tend to be less physically fit and 
are more likely to suffer from injuries and illness.'  
According to The Sun, sailors previously received 
600 cigarettes a month as well as a daily rum ration.  
Admiral Lord West, former head of the RN said: 
'Sailors used to leave at 40 and be dead by 50 
because they were so hard-living.  'If you smoke 600 
cigarettes a month and drink half a bottle of rum 
every three days, what do you expect?' 

One of a Kind RN Destroyer Decommissioned 
Maritime Executive  29 Oct 2020 

A familiar sight in Pompey for many years HMS 
Bristol the sole Type 82 Destroyer, until now its 
second oldest commissioned vessel has been 
decommissioned in Portsmouth, ending an era 
which began in March 1973.  After nearly two 
decades at sea, Bristol was re-commissioned and 
converted to a harbour training ship in 1993, 
remaining alongside at Whale Island ever since.  

Although decommissioned from the Fleet, Bristol 
will remain in Portsmouth harbour until the next 
phase in her remarkable life is determined. 
 

Ton Class Assn  Following a serious hacking 
attack, the Ton Class Assn has re-engineered its 
website and launched the new site at 
www.tcaminesweepers.co.uk.  The Assn brings 
together veterans of the last minesweepers and first 
generation of minehunters that served in the RN, 
Britain’s main defence against the sea mine during 
1950’s-1990’s.  The best features from the old 
website have been carried forward and combined 
with additional features and historical information, 
plus considerably enhanced security.  For this 
significant project TCA retained the professional 
services of Spi-Des-Ign Web and Graphic Solutions 
Ltd, designers and maintainers of bespoke 
websites, based in Tostock, Suffolk In addition to 
details of our world-wide Assn, you can find histories 
of each of the 118 ships of the Ton Class, the last 
ships with wooden hulls in the RN, together with 
related mine countermeasures vessels and the 
Support Ships and Shore Bases from which we 
operated.  For more info please contact TCA Sec. 
Peter Down at: E-mail : . peter.avoca@gmail.com  
 

RN United in Remembrance Across the Globe 
RN Press Release  11 Nov 2020 

RN personnel united with the nation in paying tribute 
to the fallen during this year’s Remembrance 
ceremonies.  Although services were scaled back 
because of the pandemic, the act of remembering 
those who fell while serving their nation has 
continued almost unabated.  From the sands of the 
Gulf and Caribbean to the waters of the 
Mediterranean, from imposing local and national 
monuments to the barren, windswept scrub of 
Dartmoor, the 11th hour of the 11th day in the 11th 
month has been solemnly marked.  Wreath-laying 
ceremonies were held aboard RFA Argus and HMS 
Medway, the UK task group in the Caribbean and 
sailors and Royal Marines on the UK’s flagship HMS 
Albion converged on her flight deck for a similar act 
of thanksgiving.  Having sent crew to represent the 
RN in Newquay, Penzance and Truro, on 11/11 itself, 
HMS Scott held an unusual service on the bed of the 
dry dock in Falmouth.  Services were undertaken at 
Portsmouth, Plymouth War Memorials and 

Command HQ on Whale Island.  You can see 
scores of imagery from the numerous 
remembrance services on: 
https://imagery.royalnavy.mod.uk/fotoweb/Grid.fwx 

http://www.tcaminesweepers.co.uk/
mailto:peter.avoca@gmail.com
https://imagery.royalnavy.mod.uk/fotoweb/Grid.fwx
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DONATION TO THE SMF BY DS 
With no one against the proposal to donate £100 
from the kind bequest of Jack Winstanley’s family to 
Derbyshire Submariners on his sad loss, and after 
talking to Brenda who thought it was a lovely idea. 
DS have made a donation of £100 to the Submarine 
Memorial Fund.  My proposal was made to 
members based on my long friendship with Jack 
Winstanley going back to the 1970’s when he was 
Landlord of the ‘Steamboat Inn’ at Trent Lock, Long 
Eaton.  I had gone down to the pub to deliver the 
first of my 73 Poppy Boxes I had been allocated to 
deliver around the area, mainly pubs!  The pub was 
not unlike the Submarine Museum but with more 
artefacts!  I arrived not long after six o’clock after 
leaving work and to cut a long story short as 
possible I got home between 3 & 4’ish and was up 
at six for another 12-hour working day.  However, I 
found I had failed to leave the Pub Poppy Box, and 
that was a start of a friendship that continued over 
the years, especially when he talked me into joining 
SOCA Derby in 1991, after we met up after a break, 
when I was working in the S/R Mess in Dolphin for 
the SOCA Weekend. 
 

THE SUBMARINERS MEMORIAL FUND 
We are going to build a fitting memorial to 
submariners who have died in service and the 
sacrifice of their families.  Working for the RN 
Submarine Service is much more than a job.  It’s a 
demanding and dauntless lifestyle that asks a lot of 
the brave men and women who serve within it, and 
their families.  Taking care of submariners’ and their 
families’ mental health is central to the wellbeing of 
these individuals, their loved ones, and the success 
of the service as a whole.  Remembering and 
recognising the submariners who have lost their 
lives is one of the ways we can help families, 
friends, and shipmates of the fallen to find peace in 

the face of tragedy.  
Since 1945, 450 
submariners have 
died while serving.  
And in the years 
before, between, 
and during the two 
World Wars, some 
5,000 men made 

the ultimate sacrifice for their country.  But there is 
nowhere dedicated to honouring them, until now.  
The Submariner Memorial Appeal was set up to 
create a fitting tribute to submariners and their 
families.  Working together with the Submarine 
Service’s mental health project, HMS Oardacious, 
we are raising £300,000 to fund the creation of an 
iconic monument at the National Memorial 
Arboretum.  It will be a central place for personal 
reflection, repair, and renewal, and somewhere for 
the submarine community to come together as a 
family in remembrance.  We are hugely grateful to 
HRH Prince William who as Commodore-in-
Chief Submarines supports the appeal and has 
agreed to open the memorial. 

How You can Help.  We plan to raise £300k and 
need your help to do it.  Of course, you can donate 
directly here but you could also multiply your 
donation by setting up your own event to fundraise 
for us.  https://www.submarinermemorial.uk/donate/ 
 

Colin Firth.  I recently played the role of 
Commodore David Russell in the film Kursk:  The 
Last Mission.  It tells the tragic story of the Russian 
submarine, which sank in 2000 taking with it the 
lives of 118 submariners.  In preparing for the film 
and then playing the role, I came to understand a 
little of the lives of submariners and their families.  
Even in peacetime, the hostile environment 
submarines operate in means that it only takes one 
small mistake for disaster to strike.  That, combined 
with long periods of separation and the complete 
lack of communication with loved ones, makes life 
for those onboard and their partners and kids back 
home especially hard.  So, when the real David 
Russell told me of the plan to install a new 
monument at the National Memorial Arboretum 
(NMA) to recognise the sacrifice of both those who 
have lost their lives in the submarine service and 
their families, who must carry on without them, I 
wanted to offer my support. 
 

Adm of the Fleet Lord Boyce KG GCB OBE KSTJ DL 
Submarines have been my life. Despite the fact that 
my sea-going days are some years behind me and 
I have done many things since, ask me who I am 
and I will reply ‘A Submariner’.  I know all too well 
the sacrifices made by our families and how hard it 
is for them during the long, silent periods when their 
partners, or parents, or children, are at sea.  That 
this Memorial for the first time recognises families 
as well makes building it all the more important. I am 
honoured to be its Patron. 
 

 

Derbyshire Submariners your Pledge Amount Details 
 

Pledge Date 10:03hrs 4/11/2020    £100.00 
 

Thanks Derbyshire Submariners 
 

Thank you so much for supporting The Submariner 
Memorial Appeal.  It's really appreciated and 
potentially, life-changing.  Your pledge will make a 
huge difference - so give yourself a pat on the back. 
 

You've done something awesome today. 
 

Editor:  I am not sure about something awesome but 
I certainly feel it is a very appropriate use of a portion 
of Jack Winstanley’s bequest to DS on his passing, 
and of course a cursory apology to our DS Member 
who suggested let’s have a big P-Up with the money: 
Even if Jack would think that a good idea too!! 
 

You May Enjoy a Free Read & Make a Donation 
on https://www.submarinermemorial.uk/life-is-just/  

https://www.submarinermemorial.uk/donate/
https://www.submarinermemorial.uk/life-is-just/
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North Korea Building Two Submarines, One 
Capable of Firing Ballistic Missiles 
Reuters& RCN News, 02 Nov 2020 

South Korea’s National Intelligence Service says 
that North Korea is currently building two new 
submarines, including one capable of launching 
ballistic missiles.  North Korean state media 
released photos of a submarine under construction 
in July 2019 and observers suggested that it looked 
large enough to accommodate the KN-
11/Pukkŭksŏng-1 submarine-launched ballistic 
missile (SLBM) that the North claimed to have 
developed and tested.  The second boat under 
construction is said to be a modified Romeo-class 
design, 20 variants of which are already in service 
with the Korean People’s Navy (KPN). Though the 
KPN operates an extensive fleet of nearly 100 
submarines of various types and vintages, which 
could pose a significant challenge to naval forces 
operating in the vicinity of the Korean peninsula, the 
advent of a ballistic missile submarine could grant 
the DPRK a second-strike capability as well as the 
ability to launch attacks with little warning. 
 

Naval Group Will Repair French ‘Perle’  
Nuclear Submarine Damaged byFire 

RCN Defence News, 22 Oct 2020 
The French Gov’t has confirmed that the Rubis-
class nuclear-powered attack submarine (SSN) 
Perle will be repaired within 6 months after having 
caught fire while in drydock at Toulon in June.  
Repairs will be completed by removing the heavily-
damaged forward section of Perle and replacing it 
with the bow of the Saphir, another Rubis sub that 
was decommissioned in 2019.  The work is 
expected to cost USD $140 million, with shipyard 
insurance covering $60m and the remainder funded 
by the defence ministry.  The reintroduction will 
allow France to maintain a fleet of five SSNs while 
the older Rubis-class boats are steadily 
decommissioned as the new Suffren-class SSNs 
are introduced. 
 

Australia's Submarine Fleet 
Hit with Multi-Million$ Contract Dispute 

ABC News  3 Nov 2020 
The Defence Dept may be forced to pay out tens of 
millions of dollars to a US company over a contract 
dispute involving crucial new escape and rescue 
equipment for Australian submarines.  The ABC can 
reveal the program to provide a ‘Submarine Escape 
Rescue and Abandonment System’ by 2022 has 
now been placed on the dept's 'Project of Interest' 
list, marking it as a concern, after a year-long bitter 
standoff.  A confidential report completed for 
Defence last month recommends the contract with 
American-owned Phoenix International (Australia) 
be ‘terminated by agreement’.  In his report marked 
‘sensitive’, the head of Defence's Naval 
Shipbuilding Advisory Board concludes the 
relationship between both parties is ‘dysfunctional’ 
and neither is ‘blameless’. 

Prof Don Winter's report also describes the contract 
drawn up by Defence's Capability and Sustainment 
Group (CASG) as ‘inappropriate’.  Under the 
'SEA1354 Phase 1' project signed in December 
2018, Phoenix is scheduled to deliver a Submarine 
Rescue System to support both Australia's aging 
Collins Class fleet, as well as the yet-to-be-built 
future Attack Class submarines.  Australia's Collins 
Class fleet currently uses a submarine escape and 
rescue capability built by the British owned JFD 
company, which will no longer be certifiable after 
2024.  The total cost of acquiring the new escape 
and rescue equipment was expected to be $279 
million, with lifetime costs totalling close to $1.4 
billion over 35 years.  In a brief statement, Defence 
acknowledged problems with the contract which 
industry insiders have described as ‘diabolical’ and 
‘very, very messy’.  ‘There have been delays in 
progressing rescue system design activities to 
schedule, and the project was declared a Project of 
Interest in June 2020,’ a Defence spokesperson told 
the ABC. 
 

‘Defence has initiated an independent review of the 
project to inform consideration of the way forward 
by Government.’  Sources close to the project say 
the contract drawn up by CASG is ‘among the worst’ 
they have seen but warn around up to $100 million 
could be wasted if it is torn up.  Several mainly 
Perth-based defence sub-contractors have also 
been caught up in the contractual dispute with 
Defence acknowledging the department is also 
‘engaging’ with them.  The Australian program 
director for Phoenix International, Ian Milliner, said 
he was unable to comment due to contractual 
restrictions.  In June, Defence Minister Linda 
Reynolds attended a sod-turning ceremony at 
Western Australia's Henderson shipyard for a new 
purpose-built facility to house the new Submarine 
Rescue System.  ‘In a time where our submarines 
are operating more than ever, we must continue to 
ensure our submarines are prepared for any 
mission, including rescue operations,’ Senator 
Reynolds said at the time.  The Defence 
Department insists delays with the project ‘do not 
impact our ability to provide an ongoing submarine 
rescue capability for our submarine fleet’. 
 

Anger as Bear and her Cub Shot Dead after 
Being Spotted Sitting On a Nuclear Submarine 

Dave Burke  Daily Mirror  11 Nov 2020 
A Heartbreaking video shows a bear and her cub 
being shot dead after managing to board a nuclear 
submarine.  A clip taken close to the Vilyuchinsk 
navy base in Russia shows the bears falling into the 
water after being gunned down.  A voice heard on 
the video can be heard saying: ‘There’s no other 
way.  If you chase it out, it’ll wander into the villages. 
That’s how you fight bears in Kamchatka.’  A Pacific 
Fleet spokesman told Interfax news agency: ‘To 
neutralise wild animals that pose a danger to 
humans, a hunting instructor was called.  Using 
specialised hunting weapons, they shot the bears.’ 
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SOCA NEWS 2000 ITEMS 
 

Diary of Tel ‘Buster’ Brown HMS Truant.  The 
item dated Mon 8 July 1940.  I was Coxswain of 
Clyde on patrol in the North Sea.  Our task was to 
patrol in a ‘Box’ some 20 miles square (Each S/M 
had its own allocated area).  This was known as 
‘Free for All’.  Any vessel to be attacked.  At watch 
diving station the Asdic operator on listening watch, 
reported screws bearing, so diving stations were 
ordered.  Nothing seen through periscope, noises, 
obviously from a submarine.  As we were roughly, 
having taken sun sights earlier, in the middle of our 
box, this meant that the target confirmed by Asdic 
listening to transmission.  As the Captain, David 
Ingram and the 1st Lt conferred, it was decided that 
she was deep and torpedoes were set and fixed for 
this depth.  No explosion, a miss.  A few minutes 
after firing the pennant number of Truant was 
received by Asdic, followed by a message to the 
effect ‘Stop it to us’.  A further discussion took place 
between CO, 1st Lt and Navigator on how to confirm 
that this was Truant, who should have been at least 
15 miles away.  Could it be an enemy with our 
coding?  As none of the officers knew the name of 
the new Captain of Truant, I suggested they ask the 
name of the coxswain whom I had met just before 
sailing.  This proved satisfactory, nothing further 
was said at this time.  Some three years later, I left 
Clyde to become an instructor at Blythe.  There I 
was introduced to the training Cdr Haggard, whose 
first words were ‘You were Coxswain of Clyde when 
Ingrams (Myles) fired torpedoes at me.  My reply 
was, ‘Given the same circumstances, I hope he 
would do it again.  We got on well after that. 
Tom Moore DSM BEM Coxswain 
 

The Talkative POW who boasted about how deep 
U-boats went to get into the Med.  In the early 
1950’s I was on Teredo and we had to transit the 
Straits from West to East and we were told that the 
West of Gib (where we were operating) there was a 
very deep sown minefield for the sole benefit of 
deep running U Boats, so deep were the mines 
sown that it was impossible to sweep them and they 
were still active (in 1951).  So, the information from 
the POW was probably acted on.  Needless to say, 
our depth keeping was impeccable on that trip! 
 

Re the Affray, after leaving ‘The Grey Funnel Line’ I 
went into the Merchant Navy.  One night on the 
bridge the 1st Mate told me that he had been 3rd  

Mate on the RFA ship that brought the broken snort 
mast back to Pompey.  The 1st Mate said that there 
was ‘Boot Topping’ (anti fouling paint) all down one 
side of the mast, which seems to suggest that a 
collision with a merchant ship could have been the 
cause of her loss.  Another theory of the loss 
concerns what a widow of a crew member told me.  
She said that the weekend before sailing, her 
husband had told her that they were going into the 
yard for a quick docking as they had an oil fuel leak 
into a battery compartment.  He later rang and said, 
the docking was cancelled and they were off to sea.  
So, did an explosion caused by an oil flooded battery 
compartment cause the sinking?  Ray Kennett 
 

A Papenberg  I think I can explain a Papenberg with 
some certainty.  The fact was (judging by the film 
Das Boot) that their way of conducting an attack 
appears to have differed slightly from ours, due to 
their boat construction being somewhat different.  
Their navigation periscope was used from their 
control ‘centres’ just like ours; the attack periscope 
however, was used from within the conning tower, 
which in turn, was far roomier.  Even their ‘fruit 
machine’ (and operator) appears to have been 
situated there.  Those who have seen the film ‘Das 
Boot’ will recollect the Commandant sitting on a sort 
of saddle and riding round on it, eye glued to the 
eyepiece.  It was retractable, but when attacking, it 
was kept up and not ‘popped’ up at intervals, the 
boat being kept strictly at periscope depth.  I cannot 
remember where I have read it, but I have seen 
somewhere reference to ‘hanging the boat on the 
periscope head’, suggesting that with a perfect trim, 
the weight of that amount of periscope above the 
water could push the boat up or down.  This was 

then the 
Papenberg 

apparently played 
it spart, a vertical 
length of gauge 
glass about an 
inch in diameter 
with a scale behind 
it, set between the 
two hydroplane 
operators, who 
had push button 
control of their 

respective ‘planes (handwheels there for 
emergency manual control); the one in their U-boot 
Museum U995, mounted on the beach at Laboe, 
Kiel, had a red spiral around it like a barber’s pole.  
In the film ‘Das Boot’ it was depicted as filled with a 
rather frothy yellow liquid, which rose and fell with 
their depth.  Indeed, it was sensitive enough to 
indicate waves and troughs on the surface.  I have 
been through U995 when my old chum the late 
Hans Wahls kindly took me there, but unfortunately, 
that side of the control centre where the planes 
control and Papenberg were situated and access to 
the conning tower, was roped off, Yours aye, 
Dennis German 
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 SA NEWS & VACANT POSTS 
 

Submariners Remembrance Ceremonies Nov 2020 
The sacrifice of members of the RN Submarine 
Service has been marked during this year’s Annual 
Submariner Memorial weekend.  This year’s 
Ceremonies had to be drastically slimmed down on 
account of the ongoing CV situation and numbers 
participating were reduced to six to comply with the 
regulations.  Serving personnel from the Submarine 
Service, and Veterans’ organisation, the SA, sent 
representatives to Westminster Abbey and to the 
National Submarine War Memorial on the 
Embankment on Sat 31 Oct, and Sun 1 Nov 2020.  
On the Saturday, Submariner Andy Jeffrey visited 
the Poppy Gardens at Westminster Abbey where he 
set out crosses on behalf of the Submarine Service.  
At 1400 there was a short service and wreath laying 
at the Abbey’s Combined Service Memorial, led by 
Canon Anthony Ball.  The Commodore of 
Submarines, Commodore Jim Perks CBE and Iain 
Mackenzie, Vice Chairman of the Submariners 
Association laid Wreaths at the foot of the 
Submariner memorial.  On Sunday Morning activity 
moved to the National Submarine Memorial on the 
Embankment where there was a short Service of 
Remembrance.  The Honorary Chaplain of the SA, 
the Reverend Prof Stephen Dray, officiated during 
the service which included a Reading from the Holy 
Scriptures by Commodore Perks, the Naval Prayer, 
The Exhortation and The Two Minutes Silence.  This 
was followed by Wreath laying on behalf of the 
Submarine Service and the SA.  Wreaths were also 
laid on behalf of many Branches of the SA and the 
HMS Urge families Assn.  Whilst the Wreaths were 
being laid the Chairman of the SA read the Roll Call 
of Submarines lost.  The Service was concluded with 
the Chaplain leading the Parade in the Lord’s Prayer 
and the reading of the Submariners Prayer before 
giving the Blessing.  Iain Mackenzie then gave the 
Orders ‘Out Hip Flasks’ and ‘Absent Friends’ before 
dismissing the Parade.  Present at the National 
Submarine Memorial were Commodore Jim Perks, 
CBE, Barrie Downer (Chairman, SA), Iain 
Mackenzie (Vice Chairman & Parade Marshal), 
Trevor Thomas (National Standard Bearer) and a 
serving Submariner.  Watching from a distance were 
the SA Patron, Adm of the Fleet, The Lord Boyce, 
the SA President, Rr Adm Niall Kilgour and several 
other Serving and Veterans. 
 

SA Post for re-Election.  Vice Chairman. 
R&C clause 9.  The Chairman and Vice Chairman 
of the National Management Committee (NMC) will 
hold office for 3 years, elections being held in 
separate years.  These posts must be elected from 
within the existing NMC at the time of the vacancy 
or from members who have served on the NMC in 
the past.  If you are a member of the NMC or have 
been in the past and would like to apply for the post 
please send CV to the National Secretary.  Regards 
Ian Vickers, National Secretary 
secretary@submarinersassociation.co.uk  

SA National Secretary Appeal to SA Members 
Gentlemen it is getting near to the end of the year 
and it is time to think about next year.  First of all, 
subs are due at the end of December.  Let me 
remind you the easiest way is Direct Debt. 
 

It makes life easier for the treasurers and 
secretaries if you do not have to chase people for 
their subs.  Branch fees can be also be added to 
the DD. these are paid back to the Branch in the 
New Year.  (Not applicable to DS as we apply our 
own administration of £2.50 charge to cover 
administration charges incurred with SA 
Members. 
 

DS Editor: At the time of writing mid 
November there is only THREE weeks to get 
your SA Subs into Terry Hall as all SA subs 
have to be in in one mailshot, and with the 
present CV and all banking by post I would 
feel happier sooner rather than the present 
last date that has been set to post this off on 
12 December)  Back to the SA Secretary. 
 

Second. Proposals and Recommendations for 
the SA 2021 Conference.  You have till the end 
of December to have proposals and 
recommendations to the National Secretary. 
There are three proposals from his year still on 
the agenda. I will contact the appropriate 
secretaries to confirm they still stand. 
 

Third. Appointments to the NMC.  Next year we 
have two places on the NMC.  If you think you 
could make a difference and would like to join the 
NMC then send a CV to the National Secretary. 
Regards 
Ian Vickers, National Secretary 
secretary@submarinersassociation.co.uk 
 

SA MEMBERS ONLY 
I will discontinue the SA News Page in future 
Newsletters, and ALL SA News and Information will 
be sent out Direct to you by email.  I agreed to help 
Tony with the administration of the SA emails ensuring 
important information was passed to all Derbyshire SA 
Members.  However, on enquiry to the Chairman of 
SA he has stated categorially he wants the SA 
Information sent by email to individual SA Derbyshire 
Members by email and not using the medium of our 
DS Newsletter.  The reason for the SA Members 
Page in the DS Newsletter was to obviously, to cut 
down the number of emails which will be sent out to all 
SA members.  All I can Suggest is that if you do not 
want me to relay ALL these SA Members emails from 
the SA it leaves Three Choices 
1.  ALL EMAILS FROM SA 2.  NO EMAILS SA 
3.  All SA Emails No SA Obits 
Tony has said with Full Time Work he would not be 
able to undertake the SA Admin and feels this would 
be a compromise, the DEFAULT will be unless you 
advise Terry of your choice you WILL GET THE LOT!  
Or, it requires a volunteer to be SA Secretary? 

mailto:secretary@submarinersassociation.co.uk
mailto:secretary@submarinersassociation.co.uk
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Also Remember on 8/11 Nov 2020  Terry Hall 
The 7 Seas are an unforgiving environment and, 
while sailors sometimes enjoy calm seas and heavy 
seas, storms, hurricanes and danger are ever 
present as with any person working at sea.  Over 
100 merchant seafarers died last year and for the 
RN in 2018 was 34 per 100,000 which equates to 
12 in 2018.  Early. this year cruise ships were at the 
centre of another storm, Covid 19.  Over 50,000 
other ships, RN, RFA and MN bulk carriers, general 
cargo, specialist & container ships, tankers, ferries 
and trawlers, have continued to ply the seas 
wearing our White, Red or Blue ensign or flags of 
other seafaring nations.  Twenty million containers 
are crossing the globe right now.  Of the world’s 1.6 
million merchant seafarers, some 300,000 are stuck 
at sea.  They are unable to leave their ships, world 
travel restrictions having denied routine crew 
changes.  RN Patrols have been extended and 
quarantine restricts to onboard even if in to pick up 
foot and essential supplies.  To not do so has been 
amply recorded in an incident on a British 
Submarine where no doubt someone said, ‘One run 
ashore will not hurt will it?  With the news blackout I 
assume it did?  For many seafarer’s life is hell right 
now, without them your life might be hell too! 
 

Let’s salute Merchant Seafarers, our essential 
workers at sea, and at the same time Remember, 
our Royal Navy protecting all shipping and our 
country.  Whilst many in the UK are bickering and 
arguing about restrictions, and complaining they are 
unable to have their holidays and that they are 
asked to leave the pub at 10pm, on and under the 
sea, the Men and Women of the Royal and 
Merchant Navy continue to do their duty as those of 
us did before them.  The word Freedom has many 
meanings but the accepted version is:- Freedom is 
the power or right to act, speak, or think as one 
wants without hindrance or restraint, and the 
absence of a despotic government.  The right to 
freedom of association is recognized as a human 
right, a political freedom and a civil liberty.  All 
Grand Words, but as in all history someone has to 
make the sacrifice to enable it for the majority.  
Those serving their country in all the Armed Forces 
often live and work in hostile environments and the 
little poem in Col 2 Pg 5 of the DS Newsletter on 
Naval Wives demonstrates the sacrifice of families 
of RN Submariners stuck at home and similar to ALL 
loved ones of those at Sea.  My only controversial 
comment to the response I heard recently, ‘Yes, but 
they chose that Life’, is it just shows how Selfish and 
uncaring this country has turned with the attitude of 
I am Alright Jack!  It certainly does not make me 
proud to be British but I am very proud of every 
Seafarer and after nearly 30 years associated with 
Royal Navy, including when Michael Fish said it was 
only a storm, and the props were out of the water in 
the Bay of Biscay on a minesweeper to over two 
years out the Far East on a ships commission 
(Which was wonderful in the 1960’s) is a prayer from 
the heart that They Are All Remembered Please. 

Veterans Fuming as RN Moves Remembrance 
Day Memorial for Princess Anne 

T.Bevan/K.Timms  Plymouth Live  9 Nov 2020 
Dozens of Plymouth veterans have been left 
outraged after the RN moved a treasured statue 
without warning, ahead of a visit of Princess Anne.  
The sole memorial was used for the last two 
decades as a focal point to pay respects during 
Remembrance Day services by the Plymouth 
Branch of the SA.  The life-size statue, based at 
HMS Raleigh, was moved more than 500 miles 
away to Scotland.  The group - which is nearly 100-
strong and the oldest and largest in the UK - said 
they were making preparations for last year's event 
when workmen showed up unannounced to remove 
it from its plinth.  It was then jet-washed before being 
placed at its new home in time for a visit from the 
Princess Royal.  The move is understood to be part 
of an overall military strategy to develop HM Naval 
Base Clyde, also known as Faslane, as the future 
home of submariners.  The RN defended its 
decision and say some consultation was carried out 
with the SA on a national level.  Sources said the 
ceremony with the Princess was deemed the right 
time for the memorial to be moved.  But its actions 
have been met with growing anger from members 
of the Plymouth SA Branch who claim they have 
now been left with no-where to lay a wreath for their 
Fallen comrades.  They say they were never asked 
for their views and have been left deeply hurt by its 
removal.  John Edgell, a former S/M Captain and 
current Hon. President of the Plymouth branch of 
the Assn, described the actions as ‘Thoughtless and 
Insensitive.’ 
 

He said: ‘Princess Anne was going up to Scotland 
close to the submariners base and was going to lay 
a wreath.  But there was no-where in Scotland they 
could do it.  No monument.  ‘Someone had the good 
idea that there was one in Plymouth and as they were 
shutting the submariner’s school in a few years they 

thought they could come 
down and take ours.  
‘Some blokes appeared to 
take it away. They did not 
tell anyone what was going 
to happen. They just 
turned up and said they 
had been told to take it 
away to Scotland.  ‘It was 
then put in place the 
weekend before Princess 
Anne arrived.  There was 
no discussion about this 

and people at HMS Raleigh are rightly furious.  ‘The 
SA still has 67 members and always go on the Friday 
before Remembrance Sunday to lay a wreath there.  
They are now no longer able to do this.  ‘The elderly 
veterans are particularly peed off, as it was so 
underhand.’  The life-sized memorial of a submariner 
was initially placed at the entrance to the school at 
HMS Raleigh when it first opened in 2000.   
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TBD To be Decided    TBA To be Advised 
 

Programme 2021  It is very difficult to plan ahead 
into 2021 especially with a further lockdown thus, I 
have cancelled the Jan 2021 Lunch Club on the 
Diary and all we can do is review the CV situation 
as we go along until life returns to normal, hopefully 
sooner rather than later?.  In the meantime, stay 
safe & we have no realistic option but to obey the 
rules.  September, saw Erewash placed in Tier 2 but 
living bang in the middle between Derby and 
Nottingham it was inevitable and now both Cities 
and Counties would land in Tier 2/3.  However, Life 
is at present like a Game of Pusser’s Monopoly with 
the 1st Lt & Coxswain issuing Orders prior to a Run 
Ashore in wonderful places like Penang, Bangkok, 
Hong Kong, Puerto Rica and other wonderful runs 
Ashore.  ‘Go Back to Go, Do, not hold any meetings, 
You are forbidden Lunch Clubs and Socials, the 
Pubs are Out of Bounds, I am just surprised we are 
not limited to three cans of beer per day on our 
Supermarket delivery order!! 

STOP PRESS FOR DS MEMBERS 
The Members Release Issue of our Monthly 
Newsletter is the 3rd Week which was normally to 
ensure passed to all members before the General 

Release in the 4th 
Week.  This is 
primary a Derbyshire 
Submariners Trade 
Journal, where the 
priority lies with the 
purpose of keeping 
DS Members up to 

date and provide an interesting read, but we are 
happy to share with other Submariners, Mariners, 
or anyone with an interest in Naval Veteran affairs. 
 

The Items to Bring to the Attention of Members 
this Month are: 1. Per Page 1 Sue Hortons Funeral, 
sadly many of us still isolated but if you wish to attend 
you must phone Max as the limit is 30. 
2. DS Subs and SA 2021 for those with Dual 
Membership.  See Page 22 Col 2.  Two Thirds of our 

Members have paid to date and I 
thank them for helping me as 
Treasurer.  There is a Cut Off for SA 
Members for us to comply with your 
renewal, and it is a deadline that 
cannot be Timber Shifted.  Please 

get payments in ASAP due to all banking and 
deposits by post to date this is only 3 weeks away!! 
3. SA Derbyshire Members Only.  Please read the 
last article page 22 Col 2.  DS works as one group 
of Submariners, thus included a page of our NL for 
those with Dual Membership of SA, but sadly, we 
will have to discontinue this practice to conform to 
the SA requests to send information out to SA 
members via email only.  Tony the SA Sec works 
Full Time, thus at his request I help out with admin, 
and with Tony’s agreement the compromise listed 
to keep providing the SA Option to DS Members is 
outlined.  However, if anyone wishes to take over 
the post of SA Secretary, Tony has no objection.  
Please let me know what You want me to do?  I 
stress this does not impact on DS Members 
except it will free up a page on our newsletter for 
relevant news to you! 
 

Well it Feels Very Hard to be Joyous with Greetings 
at Christmas Time, and like Ann & I, we are all feeling 
the sadness of restrictive Family Gatherings or at 
least seeing those we miss due to the current CV 
Situation.  We normally say Resurgam at Funerals.  
But the meaning: ‘An increase or revival after a 
period of little activity, popularity, or occurrence’, Will 
be Relevant to all of us in 2021, God Willing? 
 

NEWSLETTERS ONLINE 
Current & One year Back Issues on Derbyshire 

Submariners Web Page 
 

www.godfreydykes.info/derbyshire_submariners_page.html 
Views & comments of this newsletter do not always 

reflect the official policy, or the decisions of the 
Derbyshire Submariners 

  

   04 Dec DS Meeting.  Jubilee Club Chad,     Cancelled CV 
  

   05 Dec  Army Cadet Band Xmas Concert.        Cancelled CV 
  

   09 Dec Christmas Lunch Weds Noon             Cancelled CV 
  

 

2021 

   01 Jan DS Meeting.  No Formal January Meeting Held 
  

   09 Jan Truculent Memorial Svc, Chatham   Cancelled CV 
  

   TBD D&DExSvc AGM  Council House, Derby 
  

   27 Jan DS Luncheon Club John Warren, Ilk  Cancelled CV 

 

   07 Feb DS Meeting.  Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00 
  

   TBD Notts Vets Assn 10:30 NCC W.Bridgeford 
  

   24 Feb DS Luncheon Club   Kings Corner Oakwood 
  

 

   05 Mar DS Meeting.  Jubilee Club Chad, Fri 12:00 
  

   11 Mar Commonwealth Day Flag Raising PHilton Gdn 
  

     TBA Ton Class Spring Meeting, Portsmouth 
  

     TBA Coffee Morning RMA 10-12 Derby Council Hse 
  

      TBA SA AGM/Reunion Holiday Inn, Leic Before 14/2 
  

   31 Mar Luncheon Club   The Blue Jay, Alvaston 
  

   28 Mar Advance Clocks 1 Hr at 02:00am  
  

 

http://www.godfreydykes.info/derbyshire_submariners_page.html

